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-By AMY WILSON
Staff Writer
Whether it takes personalized
visits or discounts for housing,
Murray State University officials
are determined to boost
enrollment.
"We are moving toward the
recognition of the students as the
main clientele," said Dr. James
Booth, provost and vice president
of academiC and stmlent affairs.
Booth said instead of centering
the recruiting and retention
efforts in one office, everyone on
campus will become involved.

dent Dr. Kern Alexander is hitting the road for rap sessions
with area .superintendents.
Alexander met Tuesday with
Graves County Superintendent
Bobby Miller and Mayfield
Superintendent Lonnie Burchett.
"We had some very constructive discussions," Alexander said.
"The superintendents made suggestions about how MSU can
help _their faculty and students."
Alexander said the university.
seems to be serving Graves
County well and that many of the
suggestions were to enhance current programs.

"We are going to move recruiting and retention where it is
shared equally across the campus," Booth said. "If you are a
part of the university, you have to
be part of the recruiting and
retention plan."
While everyone is gearing up
on campus, Murray State Presi-..

"It was a very positive meeting," Alexander said. "The most
strikihg. thing I was told was
about the image we portray when
parents first bring their children
to campus. We got some helpful
hints."
Alexander, who began his
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"The most striking thing I was told
was about the
image .we portray
when parents first
bring their children
to campus. We got
•-some helpful
hints."
Dr. Kern Alexander
(MSU President)

tenure July 1 as the ninth president of the university, has already
visited superintendents in Paducah (McCracken County) and
Owensboro (Daviess .County).

"The superintendents are all
concerned about the smooth
progress of students from 10th
grade on up," Alexander said.
"We have talked about how the

university can become more
consumer-oriented and how to
make the students more
comfortable."
Alexander refers to recruitment
and retention of students as his
number one priority.
"We've got to get more and
better students," he said. "I have
been having meetings with administrators and professors to get
their ideas on how we can do
•
this."
Alexander plans to present an
initial recruitment plan to the
board Of regents at its August
meeting, which will be followed
by a retention policy at the
November meeting.
"There will be several pieces
to those proposals," he said.
Students attending MSU in the
fall will have more options than
in the past, with the goal being to
keep them enrolled at the
university.

"What we are doing is guaranteeing that students in -their ,third
and fourth years who stay in die
residence halls will pay the same
housing fee they paid at the
sophomore level," said Paula
Hulick, director of housing.
This will mean that upperclassmen who have decided to stay on
pay-S626 for
campus-this
the-aemester, rather than S645..
.1"There .art—ovcr
who are returning 'that have
selected thli option," Hulick said.
"The marketing plan is to get the
upperclassmen to stay with us."
According 'to university policy,
froshmen and sophomores are
required to reside on campus
unless they meet one of the
exemptions.
"We wanted to look at addressing the declining population,
which is upperclassmen," Hulick
MI See Page 2

dent Dr. Kern Alexander said a
By AMY WILSON
structural engineer is supposed to
Staff Writer
the annex to see if it is
examine
Fans of the popular daytime
salvageable.
Lives"
Our
of
"Days
soap opera
"We suspect it is not," Alexanwill have the opportunity to help
said."We do have permission
der
Murray State University recover
it in safe condition before
put
to
from the aftereffects of the fire
get here, whether it
students
the
that devastated the Fine Arts
means leveling it or not. We are
Annex July 15-16.
currently working with the state
Peggy McCay, who portrays
to see what the insurance will
MasJoseph
and
Brady,
Caroline
cover."
colo, who stars as Stefano Di
Plans for having the soap stars
Mena, will appear in the two-act
to campus were underway
come
play "Love Letters" at 7 p.m.
prior
the fire.
to
Aug. 27 in MSU's Curris Center
Theater, followed by a reception
"I met with McCay's publicist
and an auction of "Days" memor. the day after the fire to show her
abilia in the Curris Center Com- around campus to try and find a
monwealth Suite.
location for the production," said
Proceeds from the play will Carol Julian, assistant director of
help replace musical equipment the Office of Development and
stored in a room under Lovett Alumni Affairs at MSU.
told
Auditorium, Which suffered
her about the fire and that's when
extensive water damage.
Murray State University Presi- • See Page 2

LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) — A.
judge has indefinitely postponed
the sentencing of former U.S.
Rep. Carroll Hubbard of
Kentucky.
Hubbard was to be sentenced
Friday in Washington on corruption charges. But U.S. District
Judge Louis Oberdorfer entered a
one-sentence order Wednesday
postponing sentencing. He gave
no explanation, saying reasons
for the delay had been filed under
seal.
This is the third time Hubbard's sentencing has been postponed. In previous delays Oberdorfer scheduled new dates.
The delay may be related to
whether Hubbard should get a
lenient sentence for cooperating
with investigators. Oberdorfer
held a closed hearing on the issue
last Friday with Hubbard, his
attorneys and prosecutors.
Court records indicate Hubbard's lawyers have asked for a
reduced sentence because of his
cooperation and that the government opposed a reduction.
Hubbard pleaded guilty in
April to three felony charges
stemming from misuse of his

campaign funds and congressional staff. Under federal sentencing
guidelines he would be imprisoned 33 to 41 months. A judge
can depart from the guidelines,
however, if the prosecution
requests a reduction on grounds
the defendant "provided substantial assistance" in investigating
and prosecuting someone else.
Last December Hubbard revealed to the news media that he
had acted as an FBI informant.
His lawyers have since claimed
that the prosecution broke its plea
agreement with Hubbard.
Hubbard; his attorney, Joseph
Jones; and the chief prosecutor,
Thomas Eicher, could not be
reached for comment.
Hubbard's wife, Carol Brown
Hubbard, was sentenced last
month to five years' probation for
using her husband's congressional staffers on her-own failed campaign for the House in 1992.
Hubbard served 18 years in
Congress from Kentucky's 1st
District in western Kentucky
before being defeated by Tom
Barlow in the Democratic primary in 1992.

•The Murray City Council MR moot
Thursday at 7:30 p.m. in the council
chambers of City Hall.

STACEY CROOK Ledge- 8. Times'photo

ME-YAWN: This kitten has no trouble beating the heat as long as he remains in the shade and relaxes.

U.S. wants Haiti border patrol
By ANDREW SELSKY
Associated Press Writer
CRO1X-DES-BOUQUETS,
Haiti (AP) — In daylight, the
once-busy road leading from
Haiti's capital to its only international border is nearly empty.
Things change after nightfall,
local residents say. Trucks
rumble along the two-lane blacktop, carrying gasoline and other
contraband barred by the international trade embargo that has cut
most air and sea traffic to Haiti.
The United States, in an effort
to slam the door on the overland
route, wants to patrol the Dom-

Wednesda? Wasn't such a great day
—tor the United. Slates at the Goodwill
Games in St: Petersburg Russia as the
U.S. basketball team was beaten in the
semnnals, boxers lost all:three of their.
matches and the water polo team suffered its second straight defeat.
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inican Republic side of the border Republic last week to set up the
with military helicopters. At surveillance operation on Haiti's
stake is the success of the-embar— .,b.ogcler with the Dominican
Republic. But no agreement to
go, and perhaps whether Presithe deployment has been
allow
invasion
an
orders
Clinton
dent
signed yet between the United
of Haiti.
States and the Dominican
Clinton has said an invasion is
Republic, U.S. diplomats said.
an option if the embargo fails to
The Dominican government
force Haiti's military to resign
be stalling.
may
and allow the return of President
President Joaquin Balaguer,
Jean-Bertrand Aristide, ousted in
who has close ties with Haiti's
a 1991 coup. Clinton has backed
up his threat by sending 2,800 military and business elite, has
never supported sanctions,
Marines aboard a fleet Of waralthough he has promised to
ships to waters off Haiti.
enforce them. Balaguer and most
U.S. military brass met with
officials in the Dominican other Dominicans fear they risk a

•After an ambush that killed a British
soldier Wednesday, Serb forces have
been acculed Of deliberately attacking
the U.N. convoy.
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%%dye of Haitians crossing the
border in search of food and
work if the embargo is fully
implemented.
Also, the diplomats said, the
surveillance is such a sensitive
political issue that no permission
can be expected until after a winner is declared in the May 16
presidential election. Balaguer
was .ahead by only 31,000 votes
in preliminary results and his
closest challenger has charged
fraud and called for new
elections.
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FROM PAGE 1
said. "We know that economics
plays a pan in their decision and
we are trying to market these new
ideas to that group."
The university plans to renovate Woods Hall, which has been
closed.
"We are planning to have some
sort of suite or apartment-type
arrangement." Hulick said.
Children of MSU faculty and
staff will also be offered a $100
discount for tuition.
"We are trying to help the students plan better financially,"
Booth said. "I think there are

some students who will find these
options attractive."
Other plans include reviewing
visitation hours to determine if
changes should be made, as well
as adding two commercial food
outlets in the CUITiS Center.
"There are various incentives
planned to keep students in the
dorms, more importantly at
MSU," Alexander said. "The
overall problem is not whether
they stay in the dorm, but
whether they stay at the
unNersity.
"We would like to keep them
in the dorms so they will be more

attached to the university," he
said. "If they are in the dorms,
chances are they will be more
involved."
Morehe.ad State University has
implemented a similar policy,,
effective this fall.
Students residing in residence
halls- at Morehead will pay the
same rate throughout their jollege years as long as they main-tam n continuous occupancy.
The rate freeze applies only to
traditional residence halls and not
to family housing. Residence hall
rates this fall range from $655 to
$775 at Morehead.

held.
Julian said proceeds from the
reception and kuction will be
split between .the university and
Playhouse in the Park, which is
c- o-hosting the reception.
• McCvisited MSU 'last year.
with Crystal thappen, who prayed Carly Manning on the show.
They were in the area because of
the WPSD Channel 6 Lion's Club
Telethon.
"The soap opera magazines
will have information about the
visit, as well as about the university and the fire," Julian said.
"Some people showed up last
year just to see McCay."
The production that the two
soap stars will perform is a twoact play written by A.R. Gurney.
"It is an incredibly easy show
to do with a wonderful script,"
Julian said. "The two characters

are reading letters back and
forth."
To make reservations for the
play and the reception call (502)
759-1752. For information on
charging tickets by credit card,
call (02)- 762691.
•
McCay, a graduate of Barnard
College of Columbia University,
won the 1991 prirnetirne Emmy
award as outstanding guest
actress for her performance as a
homeless woman on "The Trials
of Rosie O'Neill."
In 1993, she earned her fifth
Emmy nomination as best sup,
porting actress in a mini-series
for her portrayal of Tatum
O'Neal's mother in "Woman on
the Run: The Lawrencia Bernbenek Story.:'
Her television credits also
include appearances on "Lou
Grant," "L.A. Law," "The Commish," "The Jeffersons," "Archie
Bunker's Place," and "Room for
One More."
She has also appeared in feature films and on Broadway. A
five-year veteran of "Days of Our
Lives," she appeared on ABC's
"General Hospital" for TA years.
Mascolo graduated from the
University of Miami on a music
scholarship. He appeared on the
New York stage in the Pulitzer
prize-winning play "That Championship Season," a role he
repeated in the national company
and in London.
As Stefano on "Days," he has
won fans and received "Soap
Opera Digest's" best villain
award for two years. He has also
portrayed Domino on "General
Hospital."
He has performed with Burt
Reynold's Dinner Theatre in
Florida.

S•

MI Days:.
FROM PAGE 1
the idea started about the proceeds going to replace
equipment."
McCay and Mascolo will, also
present a 'free acting workshop
Aug. 27 .at a time to be
announced. The workshop will be
held in Room 310B in Wilson
Halt.
"McCay was interested in
doing free workshops and pay her
way by doing a production,"
Julian said. "The impression I got
was that she wanted to begin
doing this at MSU."
Tickets to the play are $20
each. Tickets for both the play
-and the reception are $30. "Days
of Our Lives" merchandise will
be on sale at the reception and an
auction of signed scripts, pictures
and other memorabilia will be
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justice."
Describing a series of meetings
he had with government officials,
Nussbaum said, "We recognize
that as a general proposition, they
shOuld not occur. However, there
was no flat prohibition."
• But Nussbaum said the discuvsions were justified because the
White House needed to be
informed to respond to press
leaks about the investigation.
He spent considerable time
explaining the one contact that
his successor, White House
Counsel Lloyd Cutler called
improper.
Nussbaum acknowledged that
he questioned whether it was
proper for Roger Altman, the the
acting head of the RTC, to recuse
himself from the investigation
last February.
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questionea about potentially
improper campaign contributions
from Madison Guaranty Savings
and Loan.
Nussbaum said he was told by
the Treasury Department's general counsel, Jean Hanson, that
there was a referral for a possible
criminal investigation of an Arkansas savings and loan Madison.
"The Clintons were not
objects or targets of the investigation. They were potential witnesses" as investors in the
Whitewater land deal with. the
owner of the thrift, Nussbaum
said.
Republicans countered that the
Clintons were given special treatment by receiving information
about the Madison investigation.
Nussbaum recalled his experience as a staff lawyer on the
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WASHINGTON (AP)- Former White House Counsel Bernard Nussbaum denied today that
he or anyone else at the White
House tried to influence the government investigation of the
Whitewater affair. He said the
meetings he had with banking
regulators 'were proper."
"I did not, nor as far as I am
aware, did pnyone else at the
White House ever.agek to direct
the outcome of or interfere with
that investigation," he told the
House Banking Committee on the
second day of its hearing into
Whitewater.
Looking back at the mood in
the White House in late 1993,
Nussbaum said Whitewater was
"not a major crisis." He said he
was concerned about the possibility that President Clinton and
Hillary Rodham Clinton would be
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"The nighttime traffic began
after the border was closed," said
a resident of a southeast Haitian
border village along the road,
which goes to Port-au-Prince.
"We hear the trucks all
night," the man said, on condition of anonymity. "They pull up
to the Dominican side with loads
of gas, and it's transferred to
trucks waiting on the Haitian
side."
Local residents are adapting to
the new dead-of-night traffic.
Gesline Gaston sells soft
drinks and beer from her shop
along the road in Croix-detBouquets, a town near the border.
She now stays open, two hours
later, until 11 p.m., to cater to the
drivers.
"I'd stay open all night," she
said. "But I've got to havriome
time to sleep."

Nussbaum: Meetings were proper

Prices Good Thru August 2, 1994

Gear up for school and campus. Come check out our selection
of clock radios, mini stereos and telephones. Go back to school
in style with supplies from Radio Shack.
411r)
Ihs

this week to cut economic aid to
the Dominican Republic if it continues to allow goods to cross the
border.
"The U.S. has been maddeningly slow to use its full leverage
to shut down the border, between
Haiti and the Dominican Republic," Dellums, the chairman of the
House Armed Services Committee, said in an editorial in Sunday's New York Times.
Haiti closed the border for
"security reasons" last month,
after journalists photographed the
smuggling operation.
But residents of villages near
the frontier say a road that leads
only from the border and winds
past mottled brown hills, small
corn fields, mud huts and banana
and palm trees comes alive at
night with transpurt of
contraband.

FROM PAGE-1
U.S. diplomats, however, are
confident the Dominicans will
allow the helicopter patrols.
Stanley Schrager, spokesman
for the U.S. Embassy in Haiti,
said he expects the patrols to
begin within two weeks.
"It is very important that we
get the team out there and cut off
the remaining supply of gasoline," he said Tuesday.
Six Huey helicopters and
surveillance and communications
gear will be dispatched to the
Dominican Republic for the mission, according to the Pentagon.
Some U.S. officials are frustrated that the operation hasn't
already begun and, that the Dominican Republic is 'allowing the
embargo to be circumvented.
Rep. Ronald Dellums, D-Calif.,
urged the Clinton administration
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TWO CAR COLLISION: Dortha B. Jones, 71, of Murray was injured during this accident at the intersection of
Johnson Boulevard and Meadow Lane at approximately 3:15 p.m. Wednesday. According to Murray police
reports, Jones, who wu westbound on Johnson, said she was distracted when the back window of her
vehicirsitatttred and she failed 40 stop at the ;top sign at the intersection. The Jones vehicle struck a
vehicle driven by Stanley Steward, 42, of Murray In the passenger side. Jones was transported to uirtrayCalloway County Hospital by ambulance. She was admitted with leg Injuries, and was listed in stable condition Thursday morning. The accident was Investigated by Officer Jimmy Potts. The Murray Fire Department
assisted.
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U.N. commander protests Serb ambush
p.

nes photo

iction of
y police
w of her
struck a
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SARAJEVO, Bosnia Herzegovina (AP) — Furious
over an ambush that killed a British soldier, the U.N. commander
in Bosnia today accused Serb forces of deliberately attacking the
U.N. convoy and rejected their
excuse as "worthless."
Lt. Gen. Sir Michael Rose
traveled to the Bosnian Serb
stronghold of Pale to personally
protest Wednesday's ambush and
a subsequent attack on French
peacekeepers who rushed to the
rescue of the British.
Serbs claimed their _soldiers
fired on the 10-truck fuel convoy
because they mistook it for a
Bosnian government convoy.
"This assertion subsequently
proved wholly worthless, given
the fact that fire later was opened
on a French military unit that was
attempting to recover the vehicles," Rose said.
"I unreservedly condemn thi.s.
unprovoked attack on peacekeow:Ito at no tiine posed a

Claire Grimes, a U.N. spokesSarajevo which the Serbs had just
woman, said peacekeeping comclosed after it had served for four
manders decided after the Serbs
months as the only access to the
closed the road to civilian traffic
city for commercial traffic.
that it would be too dangerous for
threat," he said. "No soldier staU.N. vehic,les to continue to use
tioned in Bosnia-Herzegovina for
it.
peacekeeping and humanitarian
But she said the directive did
purposes ... should be attacked in
not reach the British convoy in
this brutal fashion."
time, and it drove into the
The French soldiers returned
ambush without any armored
fire, and Rose said NATO warpescort.
lanes might have retaliated earlier
Brig. Gen. Andre Soubirou,
against the convoy's ambushers
commander of Sarajevo's peace"had a suitable target been
keepers, said the road would no
identified."
longer be used by the United
U.N. officials said NATO airpNations, meaning all entries to
lanes were called in to make
Sarajevo now go through Serb
overflights after. Wednesday's
e.lieckpoints.
attacks but were not asked to
He also said peacekeepers in
counterattack, although they can
Sarajevo had been placed on a
be asked to strike in cases where
special alert because of an escalapeacekeepers are in danger.
tion of sniping and attacks.They said Rose had decided air
"It's a risk," he said when
strikes would be too dangerous in
an area close to residential neigh— asked if more attacks were likely.
borhoods on Sarajevo's outskirts.. `,1 tell my soldiers to take care."
Plans were under way to repat.The- ambush took place as the
co.nvoy appfbactied a wed Vile riate the pod)/ of the slain British
•

•

e condi)artment

soldier. Another British soldier
and a Bosnian civilian wounded
in the ambush were reported in
stable condition.
By closing off the road — the
only route open to commercial
trucks — the Serbs re-established
their stranglehold on Sarajevo.
That catapulted tensions higher
only three days before authors of
the newest Bosnian peace plan,
rejected by Bosnian Serbs, meet
to discuss their next step. '
Possible moves include the
tightening of economic sanctions
against Serbian-dominated Yugoslavia, a partial lifting of a U.N.
arms embargo to benefit the
Muslim-led Bosnian government,
and an extension of "no-heavyWeapons tones" that would keep
Serb troops away from more
areas.
Supply problems were exacerbated by the week-old suspension
of the U.N. airlift into the capital.
The flights were stopped after
shots /were directed against.ineoming aircraft.

LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Chris G. Conner, who claims to
be a Grand Dragon of the Ku
Klux Klan, has filed motions
regarding his trial, but his own
lawyer said he believes they have
little chance of success.
Conner wants to wear his Klan
robe at his upcoming federal
criminal trial. He also wants
blacks, Jews, Mexicans, Japanese
and homosexuals stricken from
the jury, saying they would be
biased against him.
His July 13 trial in U.S. District Court in Louisville was postponed. A new trial late has not
'been set.
He is charged with threatening
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the life of a federal agent and
threatening to spray a state
Cabinet for Human Resources
office with gunfire.
At a defense lawyer's re:Citiett,
Conner, of Bowling Green,
underwent a psychiatric evaluation at a federal prison and was
found competent to stand trial.
In his motions, Conner said he
thinks he should be allowed to
wear his "regalia of office just as
an individual in the United States
military, a priest or preacher,- or
in fact a judge in the manner a
judge wears his robe."
Conner said he believes his
robe and hood are 'being -held
illegally by the government and

he asked the judge to order them
returned immediately so he can
wear them in court.
Conner's court-appointed
lawyer, Fred Partin, said the robe
and hood evidently were taken*
away from Conner when he was
jailed on .the federal charges last
year and are being held as potential evidence.
Partin filed the motions for his
client but did not sign them, saying he thought they had little
chance of success. A hearing on
Conner's case was scheduled
today before U.S. District Judge
John G. Heybum H.
Conner was indicted by a federal grand jury in May 1993 and

charged with threatening the life
of Ray Wilt, an agent with the
U.S. Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco
and Firearms.
Wilt was one of the investigators in the 1991 arson fire at Barren River Baptist Church; another
self-proclaimed Klan member
was _ convicted of burning the
church in retaliation for anti-Klan
statements by the pastor.
Conner also was charged with
telling workers at the state
Department of Employment Services office in Bowling Green
that he would get an assault rifle
and open fire in the buildiog if
the ;state denied him unemployment benefits.

tonal holdings from 70 percent to
49 percent, and give Bosnian
Croau and Muslims the rest.
The Croats and Muslims have
accepted, hoping the international
community would exempt their
Bosnian federation from the arms
embargo on present and past
Yugoslav republics if the Serbs
did not relent.
About 200,000 people are dead
or missing in the war that began
April 1992 when the minority
Serbs rebelled against a decision
by the Muslims and Croats to
secede from Serb-dominated
Yugoslavia.

The Serbs, in announcing the
closure of the route to civilian
and commercial traffic, had specified that U.N. vehicles would be
allowed to use it.
For the last four months, the
"Blue Route" had been the source of roughly half the city's food
and was the only way for residents to come and go.
The Serbs closed it apparently
to pressure the government and
the United lcraTions after rejecting
a plan worked out by the United
States, Britain, France, Russia
and Germany to end the war.
The plan would pare Serb terri-
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FISH NIGHT
Fresh Pond Raised Catfish
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Conference committee comes up short
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WASHINGTON (AP) —
House and Senate negotiators
were near agreement today on a
compromise $30.2 billion crime
bill that includes a ban on
assault-style firearms, dozens of
new death penalties and life sentences for third-time felons.
Negotiators worked until 2:15
a.m. and then returned a few
hours later in their rush to iron
out differences between differing
crime bills passed earlier by the
House and Senate. They hoped to
finish today, setting the stage for
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final congressional passage and and a controversy over allowing
sending the legislation. to Presi- the use of statistics to help prove
racial bias in death penalty cases
dent Clinton.
Clinton was speaking to more have -drawn the headlines..
But the ,sticking points at the
than 200 police officers at the
White House this morning on the end — tying up key negotiators
need to pass the crime bill, which behind closed doors for three
also includes billions to put hours early today — involved
100,000 more police officers on such issues as 'how much prison
the street, build new prisons to construction money should be
house more violent criminals and saved for 'states with tough senfund dozens of programs to pre- tencing laws.
vent young people and others . Votes on that and other issues
from turning to a life of crime. were expected today.
Before the closed-door meetThe assault-style firearms ban

ings began at 11:15 p.m. Wednesday, votes in open session
showed the support of both the
House and Senate conferees for
the ban on the assault-style weapons. The Senate conferees had
approved it Tuesday, while the
House conferees voted 6-4 in
favor of it Wednesday. In the
House, the only Democrat to vote
against it was Judiciary Committee Chairman Jack Brooks, and
the only Republican to vote for it •
was Rep. Henry Hyde, R-111.
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Insect Killers
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Flying Insect, Wasp it Hornet Mar:
Non-staining, lasts up to 4 weeks.
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32 Gallon
Garbage Can
Sturdy plastic can with snap-lock
cover to secure garbage. Red or
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CITY OF MURRAY MAUSOLEUM

20
" Box Fan
3 speed porteble tan pro/ides maximum cooling comfort Grey with
white trim. NISI

LOCATED IN THE CITY OF MURRAY CEMETERY, CHESTNUT STREET, MURRAY, KENTUCKY.
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YOU
PAY
LESS
REBATE

Introductory Prices
(Limited Time Only)

advance
week

Age

-3"

DaTIRMATIC'

FINAL
COST

1 99

s $28.50
$57.00

GARDEN TRUE COMPANIONS

GARDEN SINGLES
LEVEL
LEVEL
LEVEL
LEVEL

$57.00

Benton,
Farminganan and
her destir year

Saturday
iundays,
hriatmas

4
3
2
1

81,665"
'2,047"
'2,047"
'1,665'

LEVEL
LEVEL
LEVEL
LEVEL
NICHES ... $49500

(Two Spaces)

4
3
2
1

Variable Event
Timer

83,105
0
'
83,465"

Turns lights on and off at up to 4
slightly 'Afferent times each day.
N729

83,46500

'3,105"

HURRY! WHILE SUPPLIES LAST!
See your. Helpful

(1) The Purchase Price of Crypts Includes the Opening and Closing of Crypts at the Time of Interment.
(2) The Purchase Price of Crypts Includes Installed Name Plates and Appropriate Dates.
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Hardware Man al:
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SUPPLY COMPANY
Inc.

208 E. Main
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FOR INFORMATION OR APPOINTMENT, TELEPHONE (502) 762-0350
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FROM OUR READERS
American family lost in debate
Dear Editor:
The voice pf the American family is being lost in the health cue
reform debate. We want solutions to the health care problems facing all
families, our children and grandchildren.
Skyrocketing,out-of-control health care costs are putting Our families
at tremendous financial risk. Employers are increasingly restricting the
choice of health care plans for employees. Family members, young and
old face increasing out-of-pocket expenses for illnesses and disabilities
which are not covered by private insurance or medicare.
Representatives and senators should know that the people they
represent - including chronically-ill children with disabilities - want a
Health Care Reform solution that includes protection from the crippling
financial consequences of long-term chronic illness.
Health Care Reform must include long-term coverage for all
Americans of all ages. It is time to move the Health Care Reform debate
toward solution, because if we don't do something now, we keep our
families, children and our grandchildren at risk.
Mancil Vinson
310 Oakdale
Murray, Ky.

Alexander's agenda amidst strife/
Most people have an opinion
about what Dr. Kern Alexander's
priorities should be at Murray
State University.
Some are offered over coffee
while others find their way into
print — like this column.
I'm sure 99.9 percent of these
opinions are unwanted — and
certainly unsolicited — by the
man they're intended to
influence.
What's hard are the recent area
editorials lambasting Murray the
community and Murray the university over Paducah Community
College's polytechnical engineering plan.
The first appeared just before
Alexander moved into his office
in Wells Hall. The second comes
on the heels of Alexander's first
Paducah appearance.
While he didn't have to wear
protective clothing, some
observers who attended the Paducah Rotary luncheon said his
reception was cool.
Alexander knows of the differences between the two schools.
But hold onto your newspaper
— here are just a couple of state:
ments that appeared in the area
news media: "Not to pour more
fuel on the fire — this is simply a
fact — Murray State is not going
to get the sort of financial sup-

I

Gina Hancock
Ledger & Times managing editor
port it should from this community if it does not move in a substantive way to heal these wounds. Words alone will not get it
done."
And: "Perhaps by being a piece
of the project the university's
loyalists could get past the fear
that the project is some sort of
sneak of attack on Murray's regional higher education franchise."
Whew! That was just the tip of
the editorial iceberg.
It is obvious some of this hostility predates Alexander. Some
of it even predates most of the
current regents.
While I have disagreed in principle with the PCC plan, I have
also advocated sit-down meetings
between the two. sides.
I have mainly tried to prod
Gov. Brereton Jones to act as the
proverbial bridge between the
two communities. From the
beginning, he anticipated prob-

lems and did nothing to bring
everyone together.
In print, the ball has been
kicked into Alexander's court —
which is just one of many.
For whatever reason, the president wasn't able to tour the PCC
campus last week -aller the Rotary
luncheon.
•
No doubt if a telephone call is
made scheduling a meeting, Alexander will have to be the one to
make it.
I hope he hangs onto his quarter for a while longer. A burned
out building is already demanding Alexander's attention — it
will take diligence to work out an
acceptable plan with the state.
The greatest challenge facing
Alexander is enrollment with the
numbers telling the story. If MSU
is to survive and prosper, those
numbers have to come up.
But only Alexander can set his
own agenda — right now he

What happened to true valedictorian?
Dear Editor:
I have always been a great procrastinator, but as I have grown older I
increasingly find it easier to put things off until tomorrow. Hence the
topic of this letter appeared in the newspapers almost two months ago. I
have reference to the _concept of the valedictorian.
Several dictionaries have defined valedctorian as follows: A student,
usually one ranking highest in scholarship, who delivers the valedictory
address to his/her graduation exercises. Note the definition reads "a
student" (one) who ranks the highest in scholarship.
Over time -- at least for the last century -- that has evolved to mean the
best scholar in his/her class. The valedictorian is usually not the "most
likely to succeed," "the most popular," "the best athele," "the best
looking,"or other accolades. Now ofcourse,the valedictorian can be any
of the above or all of the above, but he receives his recognition as
valedictorian by achieving the best academic record in his class.
Now about two months ago I read an item about one of the graduation
exercises for one of the smaller schools in the Purchase Area, the school
had 60some graduates,and four valedictorians. I smiled and thought the
newspaper had made a mistake. Then on May 19,1 read in the newspaper
that 'Marshall County was graduating 277 students, with seven
valedictorians. I laughed even louder. Then on May 21, in the Ledger
and Times I discovered that Calloway County High School is graduating
,„,.176 with nine valedictorians.
Now what is wrong with nine valedictorians in one class? The main.
thing wrong with this sham is that the girl, or boy, who earned thetop
honor didn't get it,and secondly,eight other kids were led to believe they
are something they're not.
Who is responsible for this hoax? Obviously the committee that made
the selection wasn't willing to spend the time to figure outjust who really
deserved the top honor. If all nine of the students received all As during
their high school years, then you go down to the average grade they
received in their 32 classes, and you consult their ACT scores. An you
come up with ONE student who was the best student.
Now if schools want to continue to perpetuate this sham, then don't
call the winners valedictorians. Call them, "wannabees-canbees,"
"polyvals," "top bn"s," or anything else you want to call them. But don't
call more than one student the valedictorian.
Congratulations to Murray High School. They had one valedictorian.
But both schools need to tighten up on their grading procedures. Of
course grade inflation, like consumer prices and many professial fees, they have gone out of sight. Judging from their so called semester "honor
rolls," you can graduate with a 3.0 and graduate in the middle of your
class.
W.L. Pinkston
1611 Magnolia Drive
Murray, Ky.

EDITORIAL ROUNDUP
The Times Union, Albany, N.K, on peace between Jordan and
Israel:
In northern Israel, the skies were filled with children's balloons and
kites (on July 25), each one an invitation to Jordanian children to join
in a celebration for peace. Peace is what many Jordanian adults apparently want as well. In droves, they ignored the strident calls of
Muslim extremists who sought to thwart (the) historic meeting in
Washington between Jordan's King Hussein and Israel's Prime Minister Yitzhak Rabin. With a stroke of the pen, the two leaders wiped
away generations- of enmity and paved the way for an eternal treaty.
To be sure, King Hussein was moved more by pragmatism than
altruism. He had little choice but to broker for peace now, lest Jordan
be left out of the loop in the event that Syria follows the PLO in negotiating peace with Israel. Jordan needs water rights if it hopes to avoi
economic catastrophe, and Israeli cooperation can help achieve tha
goal. The king is also under pressure at home to try and win claim
from Israel — a step that is now possible. ...
The king had some broken fences to mend as well. He had strained
relations with Washington by warmly embracing_lraq's Saddam Hussein during the Gulf war, only to find his Arab allies had proved unstable in the aftermath of that conflict. ...
For all the bile that Jordan spewed during the Gulf war, the fact
remains that King Hussein owes his very monarchy to Israeli intelligence, which warned against threats to the throne. On (July 25), in
Washington, the two leaders advanced a process alai, hicrlordan's
king been more courageous than crafty, could have occurred decades
ago.
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needs the space to do that.
In August, Alexander says het,
will unveil his plan of attack to
the regents.
It is a plan that we must hope
— and then work — to make it succeed.
Alexander's facing a "peacemaking job"?
That's true — let's just hope
he is met half way.
• • • •
The legality of Tuesday's special Fiscal Court meeting was .
challenged. Charles Cooper questioned whether or not the judge/
executive's office provided proper notice of the meeting.
From the newspaper's standpoint, proper notice was given of
the meeting which concerned
sites for a new county jail.
No one wants to hold government agencies to the letter of the
open meetings law as much as we
do.
The news staff has worked
closely with these agencies concerning the law — going as far as
providing members with highlighted copies of the law.
Laws are not always clear. J
However, for us, Tuesday's meeting met the requirements.
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If Rush is a jerk, so are his fans
Rush Limbaugh doesn't need me
to defend him. He does well enough
speaking for himself on the 648
radio and 250 television stations
that carry him and in the 6 million
copies of his best-selling books that
are in print. He is a network to
millions of people who have for
years wanted something or someone
in the media to reflect their views
and values. Now that they have
found him,they are rewarding Limbaugh with their allegiance, which
translates into big ratings and lots of
book sales.
In recent weeks, his detractors
have begun what appears to be a
coordinated attempt to discredit
him. Newspaper columns and paid
newspaper ads allege "factual errors" in some of his comments
(would that someone held the commercial networks accountable for
their very real and numerous factual
errors and unprofessional editorializing disguised as "reporting").
The liberal counter-attack on
Limbaugh is flawed in at least two
ways. They are lowering themselves to the very name-calling they
claim he engages in,and by labeling
him a "jerk" and "charlatan," they
are demeaning the middle class
people who are his greatest fans and
adding to the view that they are out
of touch with middle America.
Message? If he's a jerk, the big
media must think those who like
him are jerks, too.
From reading some of what his
_critics write, it seems clear they
have not listened to his show, at
least not long enough to become
familiar with its rhythms and the
deeply held beliefs of those who call
and who truly love
Yes, that's right, love.him. The
intensity of their loyalty and gratitude for expressing what they believe, but can never communicate to

(AL'S TI!OUGHTS

Cal Thomas
Sodicated columnist
a mass audience because the elite
media block or distort their voices,
is misunderstood by the left at its
own peril.
Limbaugh's critics are furious he
has beaten them at their own game.
They are angry that he is exposing
what they have tried to cover up:
namely,fraud and hypocrisy in their
own government and inside the
education, political and media establishments. And they are especially furious that he does.,not fit the
conservative stereotype they have
worked so long and hard to create:
that of a three-piece-suit-wearing,
white sock-clad, Bible thumping,
snake-handling, book-burning, uneducated, humorless dunderhead,
who drives a pickup truck with a
gun rack and a "they'll get my gun
when they pry it from my cold dead
hands" bumper sticker.
In fact, Limbaugh is intelligent,
incredibly fast on his feet and is

having a good time, while making
gobs of money. His roots are
Midwestern. I've met his mother
and his brother, who is an attorney,
on a trip to his hometown, Cape
Girardeau, Missouri. They are saltof-the-earth people with sense of
humor, the type most hard-working
Americans would identify with.
They aren't flashy, just decent folk,
who go to church on Sunday and
think their governments want to
replace God as the most powerful
force in their lives.
What most people don't realize is
that Limbaugh is a humorist and
satirist -- with much more bite than
Will Rogers. He hasn't used his
invented word "femi-Nazi" on the
air in a year because, he says, he
wanted to see how many of his
critics were actually listening. Not
many, it appears, as most who write
or speak against him constantly
mention the term, which he has said

Just drop us a line ...
Readers and residents are welcome and encouraged to express their
opinions on our "Perspective" page by writing letters to the editor. We
print letters on a variety of topics, provided they comply with the following guidelines: all letters must be signed by the writer, with the
writer's address and telephone number included in case verification is
necessary (telephone numbers will not be published). Letters must not
be more than 500 words. Letters should be typewritten and doublespaced if possible. We reserve the right to condense Or reject sny.letter
and to limit frequent writers.
Letters should be addressed to: Letter to the Editor, Murray Ledger
& Times,.P.O. Box 1040, Murray, KY 42071.
•

was never intended to smear all
women or even all feminists -- just
the tiny core of the most radical
among them.
In a USA Today column, Limbaugh says he thinks jealousy is the
reason most liberal journalists enjoy
attacking and misquoting hime.
That's part of it, but there is a more
profound reason. The left knows it
has lost the culture war and the idea
war over America's political, economic and foreign policy direction.
To keep from being held accountable, it must create bogeymen (bogeypersons?) to shift the public's
attention from its failed record to the
perceived "threai"
On rare occasions when a-critic
debates him on "Nightline" or some
other forum, Limbaugh blows them
away in an avalanch of facts and
pugilistic rhetoric. It is an awesome
sight to see, something like watching Margaret Thatcher destroy her
Labor Party adversaries during debates in the House of Commons
when she was prime minister. And
so their only hope is to engage in
misquotation and misrepresentation.

a

Limbaugh should challenge
some of his most visible critics to a
public debate, not about him, but
about the mess they have made of
America. If they want to blast the
generation that gave us.Ozzie and.
Harriet, let him make the liberals
defend Davis and Butthead. Keep it up, Rush. Their words
can never hurt you, but your verbal
sticks and stones are killing them.
That's why they are reduced to
calling you names instead of owning up to their responsibility as
unindicted co-conspirators in the
wrecking of this once-great nation.
• •p•
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Lake-Land plans revival

ust hope

Revival services at Lake-Land Apostolic Church will start tonight
(Thursday) and continue through Sunday, July 31. The Rev. Gene
Adams will be the evangelist for services at 7 p.m., Thursday through
Saturday, and at 6 p.m. on Sunday. The church is rocated at 1653
North 16th Extended, Murray. James H. Cain is the pastor. For more
information call 759-1602 or 753-5757.
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Hospital Retirees. will meet Saturday.
Retirees and former employees of Murray-Calloway .County Hospital will meet Saturday, July 30, at 10 a.m. for a breakfast-brunch
meeting at Shoney's Restaurant. This is a monthly social event for all
those retirees and former employees. For, information call Nancy
McClure at 492-8640 or Lottie Brandon at 753-3517.
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Single Too plans events
Single Too will have activities on Friday and Monday, July 29 and
Aug, 1. Friday the group will meet at JCPenney parking lot at 5:30
p.m. to go to Redman County free concert at Paducah's Riverfront.
Each one. should bring a lawn chair and/or blanket. On Monday, the
group will meet at 6 p.m. at Pagliai's Restaurant. This is a support and
social group for all single men and women whether always single,
separated, divorced or widowed. For more information call 753-7663,
753-0251 or 753-8205.
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Singles (SOS) activities planned
Singles Organizational Society (SOS) will have activities on Friday
and Saturday, Julyh 29 and 30. The group will meet Friday at 6:30
p.m. at Chamber of Commerce Centre to go to dancing at Martin,
Tenn. On Saturday the group will meet at 7:45 p.m. at Playhouse in
the Park to attend the park production of "I Do! I Do!." The SOS is a
nonprofit, nondenominational, support and social group for single
adults, whether always single, separated, divorced or widowed. For
more information call Jeanne, 753-0224, or Linda, 437-4414.

Need Line needs pantry items
Need Line has issued a new list of items needed to help prepare
food sacks for clients. Kathie Gentry-executive director, said items
needed include dry beans, tuna, instant potatoes, crackers, rice and'
powered milk. These 'may be taken to the Need.Line office on lower
floor of Weaks Community Center from ID a.m. to 4 p.m., Monday
753-NEED.
through Friday. For information
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Lisa Michelle Morgan, fiancee
of Jeffrey Thomas Barrow

Melissa Ann Baker and
Christopher Gene Bynum to marry

Morgan-Barrow wedding Baker-Bynum wedding
vows to be said Aug. 13 will be held in August
Lisa Michelle Morgan of 7609 Fielder Rd., Jonesboro, Ga., and
Jeffrey Thomas (Jeff) Barrow of Rt, 1, Puryear, Tenn., announce their
engagement and approaching marriage.
Miss Morgan is the daughter of Patrick and Allison Morgan Sr. of
Sanford, Fla., and of Terry and Cythia M. Gillim of Jonesboro, Ga.
She is the granddaughter of Virgil and Lena Morgan of Sanford, Fla.,
and of Joe and Connie Wood of Howell, N.J.
Mr. Barrow is the son of Tommy and Janie Barrow of Rt. I,
Puryear. He is the grandson of Gene and Juanita Barrow and of
Catherine Ealey Springborn and the late Dewey Ealey; and the greatgrandson of Mrs. Mintie Barrow.
'The bride-elect is a 1990 graduate of Henry .County High School,
Paris, Tenn. She is employed as a Combined Insurance Investigation
Agent at Jonesboro, Ga.
The groom-elect is a 1989 graduate of Henry County High School,
Paris. He is employed with Swift Roofing Co. of Murray. The wedding will be Saturday, Aug. 13, at 7 p.m. at the home at
7609 Fielder Rd., Jonesboro, Ga. All relatives and friends are invited
to attend.

Sesquicentennial Shop open

Mr. and Mrs. Larry Baker of Martin, Tenn., and Mr. and Mrs.
Harold Bynum of Murray announce the engagement and approaching
marriage of their daughter and son, Melissa Ann Baker and Christopher Gene Bynum.
The bride-elect is the granddaughter of the late Mr. and Mrs. Mack
Winston of Martin, Tenn., and the late Mr., and Mrs. Bob Baker of
Sidonia, Tenn.
The groom-elect is the grandson of Frank Wells and thk late Dixie
Mae Wells and of Ms. Mary Grace Bynum and the late Roy Bynum,
all of Murray.
Miss Baker is a 1991 graduate of Martin Westview High School.
She is presently employed at the Bank of Murray.
Mr. Bynum "is a 1991 graduate of Calloway County High School.
He is presently employed at Bynum Construction of Murray.
A private wedding ceremony is being planned for August.

Henninger boy is born
Mr. and _Mrs. Rick Henninger
of Rt.. 8, Box 297, Murray, are
the parents of a son, Madison
Reid Henninger, born on Saturday, July 23, at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital:
The baby , weighed seven

The Sesquicentennial Shop, located on the East side of'the courtsquare in downtown Murray, is now open. Business hours are 10 a.m.
to 3 p.m. on Thursday and Friday and 10 a.m. to noon on Saturday: or
by appointment by calling 753-3649. Items available include tee shirts
with the official city logo, note cards, posters, jam and.jellies, and
Christmas ornaments all depicting the city of Murray's 150th birthday.
-Special orders are available for home banners.

Calloway County Retired Teachers Association will meet Monday,
Aug. 1, at noon for a potluek4uncheonat -West Kentucky Exposition
Center, College Farm Road, Murray. All retirees of Murray State University, Murray City Schools and Calloway County Schools are
invited to bring a covered ish and enjoy the fellowship, according to
Vernon Shown, local president.

Jackson boy born here

near all ,
ts -- just
t radical

Mr. and Mrs. Lee Jackson of
Rt. 1, Box 183B, Hazel, are the
parents of a son, Logan Ryan
Jackson, born on Wednesday,
July 6, at 12:34 a.m. at MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
The baby weighed five pounds
eight ounces and measured 18
inches. The mother is the former
Kristina Deitz.
Grandparents are Ella and Willis Deitz of Rt. 1, Kirksey, and
Charles and Judith Jackson of
330 North Fifth St., Murray.
Great-grandparents are Joe and
Lorene Jackson, Esther Morton

in, Limisy is the
sts enjoy
hime.
s a more
knows it
the idea
:al, ccoirection.
•

accountnen (bopublic's I
ird to the

and the late E.B. Morton, all of
Murray, and Marie Deitz and the
late 'Willis H. Deitz and the late
Raymond and Winifred Schimp,
all of Bradford, Pa.

pounds 12 ounces and measured
20% inches. The mother is the
former Melissa Young. A brother '
is Chase Henninger.
Grandparents are Marsha Hall,
Rickey Morgan, and Dick and
Judy Henninger, all of Murray.

-Patient Counseling
-Computerized Records
-Cards & Gift Items
-Most Major Ins. Plans
-KY Medicaid
-Health & Beauty Items

Retired Teachers to meet Monday

Is

The Joy Quartet from Pensacola Christian College, Pensacola, Fla., will
present a program of Inspirational music on Sunday, July 31, at 6 p.m.
at Emmanuel Baptist Church, 1614 Highway 121- North, Murray. The
program will feature music with a message and a multimedia presentation about the college. The group is one of eight traveling groups representing the college during the summer months. Pictured, not in order,
Scott Ashmore, Marc Hodges, Dawn Bunney, Sharon Krekilberg and
Amy Marie Neidlinger. There is no admission charge and the public is
invited.

$100

CASH REBATE
direct from GE when you buy
this GE Profile' Refrigerator

HOLLAND DRUGS
Bob Dunn, R.Ph

753-1462

109 S. 4th St.
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Faxon Fire District will meet tonight (Thursday) at 7 p.m. at Burkeen's Grocery on Highway 94 East. New board members will be
sworn in and the new board of trustees will be organized. All area
residents are urged to attend.

GE ProfileTM Refrigerator
with LightTouch! Dispenser
•23.6 Cu. ft. capacity.
• High energy efficientmodel.
• Dispenser delivers crushed,ice, cubes
and chilled water.

.

walba_

Selections now offers
CR. Gibson's
Wedding Books

•2 slide out, spill proof shelves.
• Quick Space- shelf slides back for
storage flexibility.

Cindy Byers Er Timothy Weatherford
Allison Carr & Even Back

•4 door shelves, 2 with gallon storage.

KAMM Dale & David Wanherly
Apnl einsterielci & Grg fortes
Maria Agway & Eric Grope
Atinnuht Co,. & John Mrk Potts
Stephanie Laces & Andras Banns&
lane* Salim b.lawn Sammout
Seaci Trnesisd* 6. Greg Rolatesir
°misty Powell fie lienjanipe MIAs

•

Dixieland Center
Chestnut St, Murray _
10-5 Mon.-Sat. • 753-8908

Channel 55

W

e've taken advantage of the latest in
technology to bring you more channels, more
choices and more control. All at a special
savings. with our new TV MARQUEEPackage with five new "a l carte"channels. They
are all here, just waiting for you!

Order Ndw Thru July 31st and
Get All 5 For s1.99/Month
Through the End of the Year!!

ONLY

'1549
Before

Model
iFH24-P-RS

Rebate

Otter ends July 31 .

Murray Appliance & T.V.
"Your General Dectrtc, Jenn Air 8, Hotpoint Dealer
Main St.

753-1586

753-5005
MAMA Y CABLE*ION
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Roy's Discount Pharmacy
lot )our Convenience Now Offers

UPS Pick-Up
Daily Monday-Friday
Ship Week!). & Save Money
Mkt 9 a m.-8 p.m. Sat 9 a.m -7 pm. Sun. 1-5 pm.
751-2380
Hwy 641 N Oly mpic Plaza

UPS

4
.

New Concord Church of Christ
. is having the ann.ual_
-•

"Youth-In-Service-To-God"
Saturday, July 30 • 7 p.m.-?
Raybo Dunn
Hank Staggs.
Song Leader
Guest Speaker
—Homemade Ice Cream and Fellowship—
Everyone Is Invited
•

t NG
ICIttvirCERIMI

Melissa Dawn Smith and
Jerry Ray Darnall to marry
Calvary Temple has expressed its appreciation to Calloway County FireRescue for bringing its truck out to the church on July 3 for the annual
cookout and fireworks. Pictured, from left, are It. Jeff Culver, Pastor
_Darrel Young and Capt. Matthew (Spud) Tinsley.

Smith and Darnall vows
wi/be said on Aug. 20

LIBRARY NEWS

Charles and Nancy Smith of Rt. 7, Mayfield, announce the
approaching marriage of their daughter, Melissa Dawn Smith, to Jerry
Ray Darnall, son of Gary Darnall of Mayfield and Martha Sue Moreland of Mississippi.
Miss Smith is the granddaughter of Mrs. Lue May Price and the late
Raymond Price of Mayfield, and of the late Udell and Jenna Lue
Smith of Kirksey. She is the stepgranddaughter of Mrs. Martha Smith
•
of Kirksey.
Mr. Darnall is the grandson of the late Mr. and Mrs. Carl Greenwell
of Erin, Tenn., Mrs. Lucille Story of Tiptonville, Tenn., and Mrs. Elizabeth Roby of Mayfield.
The bride-elect is a graduate of Calloway County High School. She
is. currently - employed at The Carpet & Vinyl Store, Murray.
The groom-elect is a graduate of Graves County High School. He is
currently employed at Mayfield Concrete, Mayfield.
The wedding is planned for Saturday, Aug. 20, at 4:30 p.m. at Kenlake State Resort Park Hotel, Highway 94 East at Aurora.
A reception will follow in the Garden Room of the hotel.
All relatives and friends are invited to attend.

CARPET Et [FLUEDEIR

Come...See Our New Store
CARPETS by: Salem, Philadelphia, Aladdin, Ciboney Mills
HARDWOOD by: Bruce. TILE & VINYL
Wordy
Over 25 Years Installation Experience
Ts Rd
We Stand Behind Our Work.
kniohni
Sales & Installation • 753-7728
HUM. KY

A

OPEN
REGISTRATION
for
K It"), .7) CD

018114

INN

nip -11 y

Tuesday, August 2
9 a.m. to 5:30 p.m.
at Robertson Center

lome0

Aim

This registration will take the place of the one
for Kid's Company on "Fee Day." Openings
will be on a first-come, first-serve basis.

For Information Call 753-50.22

By BEN GRAVES
Public Library Director
If you've visited the library in
the last week, you may have
noticed some new computers and
people working to install cables
and such. We're installing the
first stage of an automated library
system. •
We hope to have an on-line
catalog available for your use
before school starts this fall.
(Don't worry, we're not going to
do away with the old card catalog
for some time yet.)
Next, we will be putting bar
code labels on the books and on
the people's library cards. Eventually, we will begin using the
bar codes to check books out
v,ith instead of the Gaylord
machine that we use now. (It's
really called a book charging
machine, we just lease it from
(;aylord.)
It's been a long haul to get us
to this point and I want to thank
you all for sticking with us. I
think you will find that all the
wait was worth it.
• • • •
The book shipment arrived early this week, so let's get to it!
• • • •
Meredith Oakley's On the
Make: The Rise of Bill Clinton
has just arrived. Thisis a thickish
(550 pages) account of Bill Clinton:at childhood (two chapters)
and olitical Career (the rest of
the book). It appears to be carefully researched and reasonably
unbiased.

SlaqltiTS
BIGGEST SALE EVER!!
CONTINUES...
Starting Now Save A Minimum Of

*
h
0
0
35h1•65 OFF

(People who like Clinton will
think that it's anti-Clinton and
people who dislike Clinton will
think its pro-Clinton. I'd call that
about even.) Ms. Oakley knows
of where she speaks, she's followed his career daily from the
Governor's Mansion in Little
Rock to the White House. Read it
and see what you think.
• • • •
Playing for the Ashes by Eli/abeth George is in this week.
It all starts when the milkman
makes his morning delivery to
the cottage in Kent, England.
Instead of being met by the cottage's "sensual and seductive tenant," he finds a smoking ruin and
a case of murder. The dead
woman's estranged husband says
he doesn't care. A whole cart
load ,of boyfriends, lovers and
what-nots come crawling out of
the woodwork along with their
wives, mothers and girl friends.
A straightforward murder suddenly turns out to have a very
serious set of political complications. And to top it all off, the
local police have their teeth set
on edge because two detectives
from London have been sent
down to investigate. It's first
class reading and I highly recommend it.
• • • •
You say romance is more your
style? Thcn try Barbara Taylor
Bradford's Everything to Gain.
Vas is the story of how one' •
0-rhan rcbuilda her life after a
devastating act of random violence. With help from her friends
and her mother-in-law she puts
her- world back in order and
hopes again to find love. This is a
must-read. Highly recommended.
• • • •
Before I go, I need to mention
that Sandy Linn, our children's
librarian, will be ,on a welldeserved vacation this week and
next, so we won't have Story
Hour during these weeks.
Come on down and check_ out
the book- sale. We thought Was
just about played out, but then a
number of donations came in all
at once. Help us recycle books to
other readers.

JO BURKEEN/Ledger 8, Times pbotos
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Call 753-9500

You Are Invited To Hear
A Series of Gospel Messages

THE ALREADY LOW PRICES ON EVERY SINGLE ITEM!!
EVERYTHING IS ON SALE!!

ALMO CHURCH
OF CHRIST

Entire Stock of Summer & New Fall
Fashions at One Time Savings!

Alm°, Kentucky

July 28-31
(Thursday-Sunday)

TIMES:

*Many prices have already been reduced. Now,

Sunday Morning - 9:50 a.m.
7:30 Each Night

the cashiers will deduct an additional 35'4 off,
enabling you to save up to 65% and more!!
• All

•'**••••,

1

(.IIIIVIE 11114101
:;11UPPE.10;

* Includes... Close-out Shoes, Cosmetics and Lingerie *

771ors•todi-Jr51;

YARDS OF THE MONTH NAMED

Final

Corey Grey
Evans born
Mr. and Mrs. Russell Evans of
Rt. 4, Box 780, Murray, are the
parents of a son, Corey Grey
Evans, born on Sunday, July 10,
at 10:48 a.m. at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
The baby weighed six pounds
two ounces and ,measured 20
inches. The mother is the former
Nancy Miller.
Grandparents are Josephine
Miller and the late Franklin Miller, Rt. 3, Murray, Loyd Evans,
Rt. 8, Murray, and Kay Evans,
Oak Hill- Drive, Murray. Greatgrandparents are Theron and
Rachel Erwin 9f Rt. 1, Benton,
and Pual and Pauline Evans of
Rt. 8, Murray.

- - gipailacampi

- Ca01, (*heck, Visa & MaeiterVard Accepted •

Lexie B. Ray

Paducah - KY Oaks Mall • Downtown Murray • Reelfoot Shopping Center - Union City

Camden. Tennessee
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Thursday, July 28
Murray-Calloway County Jaycee Fair
Friday, July 29
events include Carnival open-6 p m.
Murray-Calloway County fair events
ATV Dragsf7 p m ,at Fairgrounds
include carnival open/6 p m . Tractor
Ledbetter Baptist Church Bible
Pulf/7 30 p m /Fairgrounds
School/6.30 p m.
• 4Health Express of Murray-Calloway
13:bie
Kirksey Baptist Church
County Hospital/Ponderosa at
Schoo1/6 p.m
Dratfenville/9-11 am.
First United Methodist Church events
Singles -Organizational Society
include Vacation Bible School 6 p m
(SOS)/6 30 p m /Chamber of CommerMurray City Council- 7 30 p m :City
ce to go dancing at Martin, Tenn Info/
Hall.
Jeanne, 753-0224, or Linda,
Cowboy Cabarets6 p m /Kenlake
437-4114.
State Perk Amphitheatre
Hazel Center/open 10 a m -2 p m for
Info/753-7040
senior Wiens: activities
Chapter 50 of Disabled American
AA and Al-Anon open to
Veterans/7 p m /Legion Hall
..rieticgmer5/1 g_m /American Legion
'Stridrn
Murray KiWanit- t11115-'5
Building, South Sixth and Maple, MurStockade
ray Info/753-8136 or 435-4314.
Compassionate Friends 7 p m board
room of Murray-Calloway County
oat Info/762-1389 or 498-8324
Health Express of Murray-Callow-ay
--- Hospitali.Murtay.
County
Courtsquare/12:30-3 p m
Prepared -Childbirth- Class-7
p m /Education UniVMurray-Cakoway
County Hospital.
TOPS KY 0469 meeting/weigh-in 6
p m. and program.-. 7 p.m.-Annex of
Calloway County Public Library
Christian Singles Group - 7 p rn at
800 North 20th St. Murray Into Jaan
759-1345, or Richard. 759-9994
Dexter Pentecostal Church service.7
p m.
First Baptist Church events include
Parents Day Out a.m.-12 30 pm
•
-Young Momerts Bib1e-7STirdTg-tSt. John Episcopal Churcn
include Evening Prayer-'5.15 p ni
Narcotics Anonymous 7 30 - p.m Sr
John Episcopal Church. info
753-0781.
Singles Friendship ol Paris,
Tenn:/7:30 p.m./Farm Bureau Building,
Paris. Info/Kennith Broach. 753-3580.
AA and Al-Anon closed meetings-8
p.-m./Senior Citizens Center, Benton
Wrather West Kentucky Museum,
open 1:30 to 4 30 p m Admission 4ree

Friday, July 29
.8 a m -4 p m for
Walks Conter,open
senior citizens activities
Main Street Youth Center, 205 North
Fourth St./open 6-11 p.m. Info'
753-TEEN.
First Presbyterian Church events
include Korean Bible Study Group-7
pm
St. John's Episcopal Church events
include Evening Prayer,5 15 pm
Country Dance/7 30 p m Hardin
Community Center
Lino Dancing for members only/8
p m -Murray Moose Lodge
Bingo Play for Jonathon-Aurora
Action Group/7 p m /Wishing Well
Public invited

Fridey, July 29
Bingo sponsored by Shriners/7
p m 'National Guard Armory
National Boy Scout Museum/open 9
a m -4 30 p m Info/762-3383
Wrather West Kentucky Museum/
open 8 30 a m to 12 30 pm and 130
to 1 30 p m
Land Between the Lakes events
include Working on the House/10
a m -4 p_ m /Homeplace-1850, Planetarium Show/11 am , 1, 2 and 3
p m /Golden Pond Visitor Center: peer
Up Close,10 a m , Endangered Species/1 p m , Eagles Up Close/2 p m ,
Red
Wolves/Coyotes/3
p m /Woodlands Nature Center
Info/1-800-455-5897

*
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For Auto &
Home Owners Insurance.
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Ross Insurance Agency
Ronnie

Ross & Danny Ross

600 Main St.

Support local industry

Friday, July 29
Kirksey Baptist Church Bible
School/6 p.m.
Sesquicentennial Shop on Murra-ycourtsquare/open 10 a.m 3. p m: "I Do! I Do!"/8 p.m Playhouse in the
Park. Info/759-1752
"Cowboy Cabarets" 8 pm -Kenlake
State Park Amphitheatre

SAVE ON
Warner's® Bonus:
MEN'S SPORTSWEAR
Buy 2, Take Home a 3rd! YOUNGTHE
ORIGINAL

Now 28.99
DOCKERS® SHIRT FOR MEN
Long-sleeve madras plaid shirt.100% cotton.
Not shown: Now 28.99. Yarn-dyed indigo shirt.
Now 29.99 Loose-fit pleated cotton twill pants.
Versatile colors.
Not shown:'Now 31.99. Weathered cotton twill

ED

FROM
ARIZONA JEAN CO.

Only $20; style shown. Lace Charmers'
undervvire bra with all-over stretch lace. _
Nylon/LYCRA' spandex. B, C cups.

Sale 26.99 Reg. $34. Yarn-dyed cdttoin pieced and plaid styles. S-XL.
Sale 24.99 Re. 29.99. Loose-fit cotton
jeans.Fuller in the seat and thigh Assorti-;!
colors.

D cups also available. Third item must be of equal or lesser value
Offer ends Saturday. August 20 Excludes Catalog orders See your
Sales Associate for details

slacks.
"Now" prices represent savings on regular prices.

es photos

oted the
d as the
of Henhe Buslason Jr.
de each
I Departcare In
member

SAVE ON
ATHLETIC FOOTWEAR FROM
NIKE®; REEBOK® & USA
OLYMPIC BRAND 36 USC 380
Now 39.99 Nike' G.C.T. Plus crosstrainers
for men & women.
Now_2999 LISA Olympic Brand baskMall
shoes for men.

SAVE ON ALL

SAVE ON ALL

MEN'S DRESS SHIRTS FROM
STAFFORD® EXECUTIVE

ARIZONA DENIM AND
BACKPACKS FOR BOYS & GIRLS

Sale 24.99 Reg. 29.50. 100% cotton
pinpoint oxford cloth shirt in basic colors.
Sale 27.99 Reg. 34.50. Oxford cloth dress
shirt with button-down or point collar.
80% cotton/20_Vepolyesterfrin a variety of stripes.

Sale 9.99 Reg. $13. COTton- knit lee for d'r,
Sale 11.99 Reg.14.99. Five-poci,et cc" '•
denim shorts for girls.

Sale 9.99 Reg. $12. Boys' hid cottc..

"Now" prices represent savings on regular prices.

SAVINGS
NEEME MN= anall04 FOR-THE HCLOFF
$9.99 50%
$19.99 SALE
$8.99S SALE
SALE POCKET
SELECTED
MUSICAL BARNEYS
LEVI'S* 550 AND 560 IN
TEE
HUNT CLUB*
Reg

$12

FASHION COLORS

GROUP OF
CHINTZ TOPPERS & DR

Reg $1999

Reg $46 to $54
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luly 10,
alloway

OFF
$2.99 50%
$15.99 SALE
SALE $9.99 SALE
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BARNEY T-SHIRTS
DUCKHEAD* PLEATED
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'red 20
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in MillEvans,
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Greatcm and
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'PETS OF THE WEEK These four animals are available for adoption at Aninial
Shelter, East Sycamore Street
Off South Fourth Street, operated by The Humane Society of
Calloway County. They are,
from top, "Copper," a neutered
male Black Persian cat; "Bonnie," a female Basset/Beagle
mix; "Jasper," a neutered male
red and white Tabby, blind in
one eye; and "Bandit." male
Poodle mix. Hours of the shelter, open to the public, are I' tr1
4:45 p.m. Monday. Thursday
and Friday, 1 to 6:15 p.m,
Tuesday, I to 4:30 p.m. Saturday, and closed 'Sunday.
Humane sockty is a united
Way agency. For information
call 759-4141

11016
tomer.,

•
•

COLORS OF

HUNT CLUB* PLEATED
PANTS

TWILL SHORTS & SLACKS

Reg $28

Reg $25 to $32

SHEETS

Reg $7

OFF
$9.99 50%
9 SALE $21.99 SALE
SALE $21.9
REFLECTIONS &
SELECTED GROUP Og.
KNIT POLOS
ON

1
•

WOMEN'S WORTHINGT
BLAZERS IN FASHION
COLORS

RIVIERA

DUCKHEAD*

TEAM APPAREL

Reg $34

ACCENT & BATH
ACCESSORIES

A':

Reg $48

.Saion Hours.
- StOrS HOurslAon -Sat 10-9 mon.-Tues -Wei. lea
30
Fri. 9-8
Thurs.
12.30-5
Sun
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Catalog Phone
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1-800-222-6161
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ARTS

i

Dance program set tonight
members of the JPDC Summer
Dance Ensemble choreographed the
majority of the pieces.

• ThE Playhouse in the Park deck
will be the site of the Jackson
Purchase Dance Company's production of SUMMER DANCEFEST '94 on July 28.
SUMMER
Activities
for
DANCE FEST '94 will begin at 1
p.m. as JPDC Artistic Director,
Karen Balzer, holds a special workshop/rehearsal for local children.
These chilldren will perform with
JPDC at 7 p.m. in SUMMER
DANCEFEST '94.
Wolfegang: Eric Drone, Preston Buzzard, Chris Compton and George(Nick)
.
Ni&olS won the Battle of the Bands In July.

•

•

•

Shae Bryant, Calloway County
High School, choreographed atrilogy of Native American dances.
Jennifer Lewis, Murray High
School,served as choreographer for
a selection from the movie
BEACHES.
Shelly Eulianks of Wingo combined the flair of Country Line
Dancing and character dance to
HOE DOWN from RODEO. Local
children will be featured in HOE
."

SUMMER DANCEFEST'94 is a
collection of dances based on the
Indic orAMerican composerCilte

Band wins contest
Evansville, Ind. - Wolfcgang
v.on the trophy and prizes in the stiff
cOmpetion at Kramers Lake on July
16, 1994 sponsored by Radio Station 103 GBF.
Wolfegang is a new band from
\A est Kentucky. Members include
George Nick Nichols, lead singer;
Christompton,4rums; Eric Drone,
of Ridgeway, lead guit4r; Preston
Buzzard, Sturgis, bass guitar: and
Jimmy Coy, Sturgis, sound.

The competition began with tapes
submitted from 18 different bands
to the judges for review. The judging criteria consisted ofthe ability to
"perform"cover and/or original material and its level of quality and
showmanship.
The scores were tabulated'end
four bands were selected to perform
live at Krarners Lake where the final
tabulation, based on the same
criteria,determined the "best band."

Recital rescheduled
Pianist Lea Gentile will presaot
an evening of-1classic" entertainment in interactive format, July 30,
at 8 p.m. in Farrell Recital Hall on
lb:: second floor of Pricc Doyle Fine
Arts Center on the campus of the
Murray State University. This is a
rescheduling of the concert
cancelled because of the recent fire

in the old fine arts building .
Romantic and impressionistic
work ofChopin and Debussy will be
performed.
Gentile has lived, performed and
taught in the United States,Italy and
Canada.
The concert on Saturday is open
to the public free of charge.

Leah Christensen of Murray Copland,to Connick.JPDC dancers
High, choreographed a jazz selec- are: Jennifer Lewis, Gretchen
tion to the music of Ray Connick. Klaus, Shae Bryant, Jennifer PerGershwin's. AN AMERICAN IN low of Murray.Jen Ross of Benton,
PARIS, choreographed by Karen Shelly Eubanks of Wingo, Maritcan
Balzer,serve as the evenings finale Wynn of Paducah and Candra Kenfeaturing Balzer and her former
nedy of Cunningham.
partner Bill Richeson of Nashville.
The performance of SUMMER
Richeson is a graduate of Murray
DANCEFEST
'94 is at 7 p.m. on the
University,
and
has
spent
the
State
deck
of
the
Playhouse
In The Park
past nine years touring with theatre
on July 28. General Admission is
companies. Both Richeson and Balzer have "dusted off their dancing $4.
SUMMER DANCEFEST '94 is
shoes" to reunite for this perforfunded in part by grants from the
mance.
Kentucky Council and the Murray
stimmEit DANCEFEST
-fe7alui'es tvorki froni Gershwrn, to Btisint*" Ciruncil for the Arts. _

Musical concludes
with weekend shows

•

The hit musicalIDo!IDo!a play
about marriage will be showing at
Playhouse In The Park for one more
weekend.
Carol Bogard and Greg Aplin are
doing a spectacular job in the roles
of Agnes and Michael - the play's
only two characters. They are receiving standing ovations for their
brassy,bold,and touching portrayal
ofa couple through fifty years ofthe
ups and downs of marriage.
As a special promotion,the Playhouse is offering free tickets to any
couple married 50 yearsor more and
one half price (two for one) for
newlyweds - those married for less
than a year.
-"We have had several couples
take advantage of our free offer,"
said Lana Bell, Executive Director.
Carol Bogard, who plays Agnes in "I Do! I Do!, performs during last week's "One couple who came have been
continues
this weekend.
production. The show
marrried for 56 years. Another
couple who were quite elderly took
advantage of our two for one offer.
They were newlyweds-- married on
June 5 of this year."

SUBSCRIBE

e
0

•

Just before I Do! I Do! "Sesquicentennial Moments" are being
performed as curtain raisers by the
Children's theatre Company Camp
students. If you want to see these
little tidbits of Murray's history, you
need to come to the theatre early
enough to be seated about 15 minutes before curtain,
I Do! I Do! will be presented
Friday and Saturday at 8 p.m. and
Sunday at 2 p.m.
Tickets are $7 for adults, $6 for
seniors, and $5 for students.

0

P22#0
.,

is

"People have just loved the
show" said Louise Weatherly, the
director of I Do! I Do!, "I could
identify with every feeling that the
characters were going through, and
I think the same is true for the
audience."
Bell said that with only three
performances left, reservations
should be made in advance by
calling the theatre as soon as
possible.

OOCC
AIL
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Murray-Calloway County Fair!
Going On Now Thru Sat., July 30

"For Delicious, Thick & Juicy Steaks That Melt In Your Mouth"
U.S. 68 & 641 • Just Off The Purchase Parkway
Next To Majestic Pizza & Steakhouse • Draffenville

1119 DAYS LEFT!

527-0646
HOURS: Wed.-Sun. 4-10 p.m. • Closed Mon. & Tues.

THURSDAY
JULY 28

FRIDAY
JULY 29

SATURDAY
JULY 30

Grand Opening
Specials!

12-5 p.m.
6 p.m.-Closing

6 p.m.-Closing

Carnival Open

Carnival Open

($5.00 Admission, Buy 3 Get 1 Free!)

7 p.m.

7:30 p.m.

6 p.m.-Closing

ATV Drags

Tractor Pull

Carnival Open

KIDDIE'S DAY
.11.•

7 p.m.

Thursday-Sunday • July 28-31

Demolitio_ty
Derby

Sirloin
& Shrimp

PAY ONE PRICE • INCLUDES ALL RIDES AND ATTRACTIONS•6 P.M.TO CLOSING

SAVE $1.00 OFF

co‘)

_
.1k.
ly, r•

Add Butterilied Shrimp

2
99
For Only $

With This Coupon
m‘
,

at Regulai price

$999

'7.00 Admission Price

Save $1.00 off admission to the
Murray-Calloway County Fair
with this coupon. Please present
coupon at gate. One coupon per
person.

Choose Any Steak

Served With Chef Salad,
Choice of Potato & Rolls

Served With Chef Salad,
Choice of Potato & Rolls
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French Silk Pecan Pie and Coffee
Served FREE With Any Entree
During Our Grand Opening!
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Group sending kids to camp
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The Murray Service Unit of
The Salvation Army is sending
10 area children to Camp Paradise for a week of summer camping fun prior to their return to
* school.
Kerry Lambert, chairman of
the Murray Unit, said Camp Paradise Valley is located on Dale
Hollow Lake 13 miles south of
Burkesville. While at camp, the
children will participate in swimming classes, boating, hiking and
other recreational activities and
crafts.
Randy Hutchens, treasurer of
the Murray Unit, said "It is our .
goal to Make sending children to
Camp Paradise V-alley an annual
project and we hope to double the
number of children who are able
to attend camp next year.
Hutchens said that this is the
first major activity since the reorganization of the Murray Unit of
The Salvation Army and it is the

sented
n. and
$6 for

Dr. John Williainsis pleased
to announce-the opening of
his practice ofophthalmology
_ (eye physician and_unzeon) in
Mayfield. His office is located
in the PineLake Medical
Office Building..Dr. Williams specietlizt an
JOHN WILLIAMS,M.D.
all types ofeye disorders and
surgeries including cataract, glaucoma, plastic, laser
and•Sttabianus (crossed eyes)surgery. General adult
and child eye care are alkso.offered.

Lambert indicated that The
Salvation Army Unit has worked
in cooperation wi4bi _Blood River
Baptist Church t9 arrange transportation for the children to and
from camp.

1

"We appreciate the willingness
of'Blood River Baptist Church in
making its van available to take
the children to camp and the willingness of their members to do
the driving," Lambert said.
Tax deductible contributions to
The Salvation Army may be
directed in care of Randy Hutchens, P.O Box 1419, Murray, KY
42071.

•

FOR AN APPOINTMENT PLEASE CALL

251-4545 or 1-800-272-9477 _
P1NELAKE MEDICAL OFFICES

Agency Manager, Ray T. Broach; Agent, Bob Cornelison

•City & County Coverage
'Farm Owner 'Home Owner 'Auto
'Life 'Blue Cross 'Retirement
'Business •Long Term Care

753-4703

1029 Moical Center Circle, Mayfield Kentucky 42066

Hancock gets recognition
LEXINGTON„ Ky. (AP) —
State Rep. C.M. "Hank" Hancock, who represents Franklin
County, has been named to. the
Kentucky Transportation Hall of
Fame.
Hancock has been a member of
the state House of Representatives for 20 years- and has been
involved in transportation issues
in all of them.
He. becomes the fifth member
of the hall that recognizes professionals who have made outstanding contributions to Kentucky's
transportation system. He was
inducted Monday at a luncheon
as part of the 31st Transportation
Forum held by the University of

N urray, Ky.

310 South 4th St.

Rentucky Transportation Center
and the Kentucky Transportation
Cabinet.

To report local news call 753-1916

Paducah * Fleming Furniture * Benton * Paducah * Fleming Furniture * Benton

3 DAy

FINAL

Thursday 9:00-5:00
9:00-8:00
Friday
Saturday 9:00-500

Guaranteed: Lowest Monthly Payment
"Storewide Savings"(Nothing Held Back!)

CONTRACT BRIDGEJ

"Sesbeing
by the
Camp
; these
ry, you
early
15 mi-

KENTUCKY
FARM BUREAU
INSURANCE

JOHN WILLIAMS,M.D.

first time in a few years that the
local unit has participated in tt
camping program.
The last time children were
sent to Camp Paradise, they were
taken by Joe Pat and Euple Ward
at the time Mrs. Ward was chairman of the local unit.

South dealer.
Both sides vulnerable.
NORTH
+396
•10 5 4 3
• J 73
+AQJ
EAST
WEST
8 54 2
Q 73
V—
Q62
•6 5 4 2
• 109 8
K 9 5 32
+ 10764
SOUTH
* A K 10
VAKJ987
•AKQ
+8
The bidding:
North East
South West
Pass
2 NT
Pass
2V
3w-Pass
4
Pass
Pass
5*
Pass
4 NT
Pass
6+
Pass
5 NT
6V
•strong and artificial
Opening lead — ten of diamonds.

aPt
AA
Not 2.2% - Not 1.1% But 0.0%

You run into bad breaks now and
then,but that's not a good reason for
losing your cool and blowing the
contract. On the contrary,the worse
your luck,the harder you should try
to overcome it.
For example, suppose you're in
six hearts and West -leads a diamond. Certainly making the slam
looks easy (in fact, you might even
wish you were in seven hearts when ,
dummy first appears).
Tiut'vehen you win the diamond
with the queen and play the ace of
hearts, East shows out and suddenly even the small slam no longer
seems certain. The question now is
how to proceed so as to have the best
chance for the contract.
There are three obvious ways to
try to avoid the potential spade loser.
One is to rely on a spade finesse.
Another is to lead a club and finesse
the jack. A third possibility is to lead
a club to the ace and continue with
the queen. planning to discard a
spade if East follows low.
All three approaches are somewhatdangerousand might go wrong.
But by far the best line of play is to
continue with the king of trumps at
trick three,cash the ace ofclubs,and
then play the A•K of diamonds. If
West ruffs either •41araond he is
endplayed,and if he don't you next
put him on lead with a trump. This
forces him to return a spade, a club.
or a diamond, and in all three cases
you come home safe and sound.
The principal point ofthe hand is
that you should not panic when the
trumps unexpectedly turn out to be
divided 3-0. You can often recover
from an unlucky division by calmly
reassessing the situation and finding an alternative 'answer to your
dilemma.

WEST FOR 36 MONTHS
- Here s How It Works:

Purchase Over $499. 1 Year Free Interest
Purchase Over $999 - 2 Years Free interest

$1,499 and Above 3 Years Interest Free!
Considerable factory incentives but when they're gone...they're gone!

OVER 3 MILLION DOLLAR INVENTORY
'All Wood

'Pre.rnturn

Bedroom
Suite

Mattress
& Box
Springs
Set

'Name Brand

Recliners

Dresser. Mena. Chest
II Headboard

Less Than

$9

Less Than

bass Than

$15

$25

Month

HERE TOMORROW TO SERVICE WHAT WE SELL TODAY:

•••••

Design
Assistance
2vai[a.6lTe

A&A AUTO
RENTAL

Not all Merchandise at all locations
similar
for
prices
'Comparable
merchandise These reference prices ars
provided an a guide to the range of selling
prices In the markets across the country
they may change The reference price Is
nol our presrol or furore sellouj price

• Daily 8. Weekly Rentals
• (lean, Dependable Cars
• all Cs I or Rates

Division of Kelley-Wiggins Furniture, Inc.

16Fh 8treet * Paducah.
451
442-4455 * 1-800-788-6224

y

105 N Main * Benton .1( y
527-3481 * 1-800-599-6224

OPEN DAILY 91.o5 *FRIDAY NIglIT UNTIE 8

Holland Motor Sales
Paducah * Homing Furniture * Benton * Paducah * Fleming Furnit urc

l-ast Nlain St.

753-.1461
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National League races get tighter Goodwill'
4.

The Associated Press
A ter tfiree days or divisions STOWdowns, the National League races are tighter than they've ever been. Seven teams are
either in first place or very close behind.
The Los, Angeles-San Francisco,
Montivel-Atlanta and Houston-Cincinnati
series concluded Wednesday with no team
gaining a three-game sweep.
•
Barring a long strike, the three matchups
won't be repeated until the final weekend
of the season, Sept. 30 to Oct. 2, when the
games will be held at Houston, Los
Angeles and Montreal instead of the other
way around.
Houston won its series with Cincinnati

with victorks in the last two games, hams doubled off the left field wall before
f-ivinrin-42--ienings-Wethie3---Darryl-Sirawberrywas intentionally
day. San Francisco won two of three from
to load the bases.
Los Angeles. taking the finale 4-1.
Candiotti then walked Dave Martinez on
And Atlanta, in the worst shape in the four straight pitches to force in Bonds with
standings of any of the second-place teams, the winning run. One out later, Kirt Manwaring drove in two more runs with a
prevented a Montreal
sweep by beating the
ground-Tule dotibleExpos 4-1. At Candlestick Park, Los Angeles had a - Dave Burba (2-5) got the victory by
1-0 lead until the eighth inning, when Bar- retiring the only batter he faced in -the top
ry Bonds sparked San Francisco's come- of eighth, and Rod Beck pitched the ninth
for his 24th save, putting the Giants a halfback victory.
Tom Candiotti (7-6) gave up a leadoff game behind Los Angeles in the standings.
single to Darren Lewis, who took second
At Fulton County Stadium, Kent Mereon John Patterson's bunt. Bonds' sharp
ker pitched seven strong innings and Jeff
single to right tied the-game,-and Matt WilBlauser hit a two-run honier as Atlanta

-moved within 2% games of Montreal.
"t,.'s my -even— between thes-e-twoteams," Expos manager Felipe Alou said.
"I don't see anybody taking a big lead.
The Braves will come back."
Montreal's eight-game winning streak
came to an end.
At Ifiverfront Staiiiiii, efrIlagwell hit
his 34th home' run and singled home the
go-ahead run in the 12th inning — his
103rd RBI of the season.
In the 12th, Steve Finley led off with a
triple, bringing up Bagwell, and Reds manager Davey Johnson elected to leave pitcher Scott Service (0-2) in the game.

Closing inj Royals make
AL Central
race closer
By TOM WITHERS
Associated Press Writer
The two best teams- in the
American League Central may
soon be joined by a third.
The streaking Kansas City
Royals have quickly turned the
AL Central into a three-team race
with a five-game winning streak,
including their 4-1 victory over
Chicago on Wednesday night. .
While the White Sox and
Cleveland Indians swapped turns
atop the division and then took
turns beating each other in the
past two weeks, the Royals have
used their winning streak — the
last three over Chicago — to pull
'within 5% games of the firstplace White Sox.
Kansas City, which has hovered around .500 for much of the
season, has opened the second
half 9-5.
"The guys have dug in and
they're ready to ,fight," Royals
manager Hal McRae said. "It is
not a streak yet, but it is going to
take a lot to knock us off our
feet."

MARK YOUNGleager & Times photo

GET 'EM UP: Murray High assistant football coach Andy Corbin encourages the Tiger linemen through an agility drill on the first night of
'practice Wednesday at the school's practice field. The Tigers, 12-1 a year ago, open the 1994 season Aug. 26, playing at cross-town rival
Calloway County.

Bonilla joins ranks of elite hitters for one night
By R.B. FALLSTROM
AP Sports Writer
ST. LOUIS (AP) — For ,one
night, Bobby Bonilla ranked with
the big boys.
Bonilla hit a pair of two-run
homers, including the tiebreaking shot in a four-run
eighth, as the New York Mets
beat the St. Louis Cardinals 7-4

** * **** **

GOOD LUCK
Alurroy 8 Year Old
411*S-tars in -the
Henderson Baseball
Tcurrameryt
• July 29-3/
frcm Parents & Friends of
Ibe Team

Wednesday night to complete a
three-game sweep.
For the most part, Bonilla has
missed out on the year of the
juiced ball. He's well behind the
league leaders with 18 home runs
and 58 RBIs.
don't what the secret is on
offense this year." Bonilla said.
"It's like some Sega-game where

they haven't given me t•he
password.
"You look_ at these guys like
(Jeff) Bagwell. He's got 100
RBIs already and (Matt) Williams has almost 40 home runs.
Those guys are in a different
atmosphere. The numbers that are
being put up are unreal."
Bonilla, who also had a two-

U.S. basketball,
boxing teams
lose Wednesday
By STEPHEN WILSON
AP Sports Writer
ST. PETERSBURG, Russia
(AP) — It was a day to forget
for American athletes at the
Goodwill Games.
The U.S. basketball team was
beaten in the semifinals, boxers
lost_all three PI _their matrhest,.
and the water polo 'team suffered itS second straight defeat.
In fact, the only American
winner Wednesday was in taekwondo, as Kelly Thorpe of
Edmond, Okla., took the gold
medal in the 121-pound class.
The biggest disappointment
was in basketball, with the
United States losing 81-72 to
Italy in the semifinals —
-another embarrassing defeat in
international competition for
American college players.
It was the Americans' second
loss of the tournament, following their 77-75 defeat by Russia
on Sunday. The two meet again
Thursday for the bronze medal,
while Italy faces Puerto Rico in
the championship game. -"I left the U.S. with a confident feeling we could win the
gold medal," U.S. coach
George Raveling said. "But
Americans need to understand
that there are other countries
that are efficient at playing
basketball besides the United
States."
Since, 1986, the only major
international event won by a
US:amateur team was the 1993
University Games. Pro basketball is another matter, with
Dream Team II set to win the
gold at next month's World
Championships in Toronto, just
as the original Dream Team
triumphed at the 1992
Olympics.
"We knOw with the Dream
Team we'd probably lose every
time.," said Paolo Conti, who
scored 17 points to help guide
Italy to its first victory over theUnited States since 1978.
The United States led 40-39
at the half, but Italy scored the
first seven points of the second
half, and the -Americans never
recovered.
— As the game went on, they
lost the fear (actor," Raveling
said.

LOCAL BASEBALL

Advertising
Department
Open
8 am.-5 p.m.
Monday-Friday
8 a.m.-12 Noon
Saturday

**** * * * * *

"Check with Bob for the
lowest competitive price"

Call 7534563
For Installation and Service
512 South 12th St., Murray

AVE: MONEY $

Why Pay More for a Monthly Pest Control Service on your
when we can offer you a quarterly service for $25.00
every three months fully guaranteed???
We also offer -FREE Termite Inspections
complete Underneath Structural Repairs
-Moisture Barriers
•Automatic Temp-Vents Installed

Bronco League State Tournament

Murray Gold team
second in tourney
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
The Mar
- shall County Mavericks came away as etiathpions
of the Bronco League State
Tournament by taking a 9-4 win
over the Murray Gold team in
the fin*game Saturday night at
the -.:141:10ray-Calloway County
Park,111V-15th game of the tournament.
The Marshall County
1
team advanced to regional play
in Michigan.
Murray Gold had downed
Marshall 9-7 earlier Saturday to
set up the final game.
Murray led 1-0 after one-half
inning of the final, but Marshall
countered with tWQ runs in the
second, two in the third and

tour in the fifth to take control.
For Murray Gold, Cliff Darnell tripled, Adam Scott
doubled and Eric Villaflor
singled.
Game 14
In the first game Saturday,
Marshall surged to a 7-0 lead in
the second inning, but Murray
countered with five runs in the
third and wound up with the
The Gold squad tacked on
two more runs in the fourth in
one run in both the fifth and
sixth innings.
Getting hits for the Gold
II See Page 11

- 15 Years Erperience -

+ &tattle methods
+ Over 29 bnght colors
Mensow - John HulchMg

"Serving You Since 1963'
've Tr

The Murray 8-year-old All-Star teaiy took second place last weekend
in the Marshall County All-Star
rnament, defeating teams from
Hanson, Calvert City and the 11 hall County Blue team before
being eliminated by the Marshall County White team. The team will
- compete in the Henderson Ali-Star Tournament this weekend. Team
members are (front row, from left) Wesley Steele and Kent Erwin,
batboys; Wesley Claiborne, David Free, jesse Turner, Kyle Erwin,
Nick Warner, Anthony Schneider; (second row, from left) Tyler Bog*gess, Blake Hoover, Brandon Steele, Greg Ryan, Dominique Hudspeth, Josh Burks, Drew Myatt;(back row, from left) head coach Matt
Dennis and assistant coaches Tommy Boggess, Kenny Erwin, Kenny
Hoover and Danny Claiborne. Not pictured Is Kent Myatt, assistant
coach.

-MAGIC NEEDLE TATFOOS
•Cover-up specialist

+ Only licensed tattoo
artist in Calloway Co

Phone 753-6433

offense," manager Dallas Green
said. "His offense is certainly
acceptable, but obviously the
numbers aren't the same as
they've been in some other
years.''
Tim Bogar added a two-run
homer in the eighth and Ryan
Thompson had a solo shot in the
ninth, his 17th

run homer in the fourth inning,
had his 16th career two-homer
game and his second this season.
He's a lot happier with his play
at third base, where he has only
14 errors after ent0.eg the year
with a .932 ciree?'-i fielding
-percentage.
"I've been more impressed
with his defense than his

goofups

Great Price! Great Selection! Great Tires!

+ No drugs or alcohol
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Don't be fooled by imitations...
buy the best!
* FREE COMPUTER BALANCING *
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SPORTS

BRIEFS
Calloway soccer Orsolice time changed
Practice for Calloway County High School soccer players has
been moved to 7 p.m. because of pictures. Players should report to
the high school at 5 p.m. to have their pictures taken.

ill

McCoy mentioned in all-academic state track
Calloway County's Courtney McCoy has received honorable
mention recognition on the gpnincify Track and Cross Country
Coaches Association academic all-state team. Making the team
were Laura Bohanon and Aubrey Durbin of St. Mary on the girls
side and Brian Palmer of Marshall County for the boys.

Owners may learn strike date today
NEW YORK (AP) — Owners probably will find out today when
the players' union intends to go on strike if there's qo labor
agreement.
The executive board of the players association is to convene at
noon EDT to discuss a strike date, and union head Donald Fehr will
announce the decision later in the day. A strike date of Aug. 19 or
Aug. 12 is expected to be set.
"If the players set a strike date, it is because they believe it is
helpful in reaching an agreement," Fehr said after owners rejected
the union proposals.
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lumps apparently not cancerous
Kruk's
4Philadelphia.Phillies first baseman

PHILADELPHIA (AP) —
John Kruk left Thomas Jefferson University Hoipitil after learning
lumps on his . body are apparently not connected to his testicular
cancer earlier this year.
Dr. Carl Mansfield, chairman of the department of radiation
oncology and nuclear medicine, said there was a "99 to 100 percent likelihood that John does not have a recurrence of cancer." He
said Kruk, 33, would undergo further evaluation today.

Injury may have ended Hough's career

By HANK LOV/ENKRON
AP Sports Writar

That means drivers who don't
make the top 20 in the first round
or stand on their first-day lap for
INDIANAPOLIS (AP) — The
the second round will take to the
first NASCAR event held at the
track in the reverse order of the
home of the Indianapolis 500 is
first-round qualifying draw.
.Wcte.4 to draw rOCANd CrOwda__
and pay out a record purse of --Until now, second-round qualifying has been open-ended, with
more than $3 million.
the cars lining up in whatever
The Brickyard 400 also may
order
they arrive at the qualifying
mark the return of retired racing
line.
legend A.J. Foyt to the IndianaDrivers have expressed conpolis Motor Speedway. where he
cern about advantages others
enjoyed many of his finest
might have qualifying in the closmoments.
ing
hours when conditions are
His name as the driver of the
usually cooler on the track.
Ford entered by A.J. Foyt EnterFoyt, who was traveling and
prises stood out among the 83
not available for comment, isn't
cars included in a record NASthe only Indy 500 veteran who
CAR entry list announced Wedwill challenge NASCAR stars
nesday for the Aug. 6 race.
like Rusty Wallace, Ricky Rudd,
Qualifying for the race, which
Darrell Waltrip, Dale Earnhardt,
is expected to draw a NASCAR
record of about 300,000 fans, is
Ernie Irvan, Kyle Petty and Harry.
sehbdtded for Aug. 4-5. The driv- • 'Gant.
The entry list includes 1985-ers hoping to be in the 44-car
Indy champion Danny Sullivan
starting field will emerge from a
and Gary Bettenhausen.
new qualifying format to be used
Also hoping to make the race
by NASCAR for the first time.
is John Andretti, Foyt's godson:Under the new policy, which
Andretti is competing full time
will be used for Winston Cup
on the NASCAR circuit this year
events for the rest of the year, the
after driving on the Indy circuit
order for qualifying for the secfor the past six years.
ond round will be inverted from
the first round.

MIAMI (AP) — Florida Marlins right-hander Charlie Hough,
baseball's oldest player at 46, does not expect to pitch again after
being placed on the disabled list.
Hough, 5-9 this season and 216-216 in 25 years in the majors,
has been bothered by a hip ailment that eventually will require
replacement surgery.
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•Murray Gold...
FROM PAGE 10
team, were Josh Harcourt with
three singles; Adam Scott and
Cliff Darnell, both with a double and single; Matt Stone with
a home run; Eric Villaflor with
two singles; Larry Stubblefield
with a home run and single and
Lucas Miller with two singles.
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Game 13
On Friday night, the Murray
Gold crushed Calvert City 22-7,
getting six runs in the first
inning, four in the second,
seven in the third and five in
the fourth.
For Murray, Tony Ryan had
four singles, Adam Scott had
two doubles and a single, Cliff
Darnell had two home runs and
two singles, Matt Stone doubled
and had, two singles, Scott
Lowe singled twice, Larry Stubblefield had three singles, Justin
Garland doubled and Drew
Henry, Marty Hodges and Eric
Villaflor all singled.
Game 12
In the best game of the entire
tournament, Calvert City took a
13-12 win over the Murray Blue
team in 11 innings Friday.
Calvert City held a 7-2 lead

BUSINESS • HOME • CAR • HEALTH • LIFE

in the fifth inning before the
scoring picked up as Murray
brought six runs across in the
bottom of the fifth to lead 8-7.
Calvert City led 12-10 heading into the bottom of the ninth,
but Murray came up with two
runs to force a 12-12 tie and
more innings. Calvert City
punched the winning run across
in the llth on a triple and double, then struck out all three
Murray Blue batters in the 11th
to hold on for the win.
Aaron Cowan led Murray
with a double and single while
Charles Scott, Fulton Hart and
James Marshalll all singled.
Game 11
Also on Friday, the Marshall
County Mavericks shut out the
Murray Gold team 13-0, holding Murray to just four singles,
by Adam Scott, Matt Stone,
Justin Garland and Jay McGehee. Marshall scored 12 of their
runs in the second inning alone.
Game 10
Last Thursday, the Calvert
City All-Stars downed
Mayfield-Graves County 5-1
despite being out-hit 5-2. All
five Calvert runs coming in the
sixth inning.

U.
•

David King

901 Sycamore

Chicago (Fluticorn 0-1t at Kansas City (Cons 14-4).
705 pm.
California (Lorraine 0-1) at Texas (Rogers 10-6).
735 p.m.
Only games scheduled
National League
East Division
- • W
L Pct. GB
Montreal
62 38 .620 —
Atlanta
60 41 .594 2Y.
Philadelphia
50 52
-490 13
New York
48 52
480 14
Ronda
45 56
446 1714
Central Division
W
L Pct. GB
Cincinnati
58 42 .580 —
Houston
59 43 .578 —
Pittsburgh
48 52
490 10
St Louis
,
46 54
460 12
C Ncago
44 55
444 134
West Division
W
L Pct. GB
Los Angeles
49 52 05 —
San Francisco
49 53
480
14
Colorado
49 54
476 1
San •Diego
40 63
388 10
Wednisday's Game*
Houston 7, Cincinnati I. 12 innings
Atlanta 4, Montreal 1
Philadelphia 3, Florida 1
Pittsburgh 9, Chicago 4
New York 7,'St Louis 4
San Francisco 4, Los Sngeles 1
San Diego 9, Colorado. 2 .

MAJOR LEAGUES

New York
Baltimore
Boston
Toronto
Detroit
Chicago
Clovind
Kansas City
Milasitee
Minnesota

American Leag ue
All Times CDT
East Division
W
I.
60 37
55 42
48 50
47 52
45 55
Central Division
W
L
59 41
57 40
54 47
47 53
47 53
West Division

Pct. GB
.619 —
.567 $
.49012'4
.475 14
.450 16%

Pet. GB
560
5S8
535 544
470 12
470 12

I Pei GB

W

48 53
46 51
Callornia
42 SO
Seattle
40 511
, Wedneedres Games
Oakland IT. Callornia 3
Detroit 3. Seattle 1
Clawiland at Bainmon, ppd., rain
Mlwaultee 5, Toronto 0
Minus City 4, Chicago 1
1.4•148018 1, Texas 0
Boston 3. Near York 3. swap.. S- lit
Texas

Oakland

.475
.460
.412
.406

11,4
614
644

inning. rain

Thursday's Ganes
Boston at Wm Yok comp. of sump. game. 1106
am.
Boston (Heelieth 6-5) at New York. (Karrieriedd

Thursday's Game*
Colorado (Freeman 9-2) at San Francisco (Burkett
p
Chicago (Foster 2-34 at Pittsburgh (Cooke 4-8).

7-taine

6-7), 305

(Flertihg 6-11) at Detroit (Guildison 4-5).
1215 p.m.
Cleveland (Monis 9-6 and Grime* 2-1) at Baltimore (lksaina 14-4 and Fernandez 64). 2. 405 pm
MN/auks* (Scanlan 2-5) at Toronto (Stewart 7-8).
6 35 p.m.

635 p.m.
Cincinnati (Hanson 5-5) at San Diego (Knorr
2-2). 905 p.m.
Only games scheduled

1

S15 •

• Gall Lessolis

Practice Range
NI:mature Golf

S1.75

$1.00,$2 00 & $3 50 Buckets
50c
Batting Cages

N. 16th St., Murray

753-1152
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I 5th & Olive Blvd - Murray, Kr_ tucky
Monday thru Saturday - 10:30 am to 10:00 pin

BEST Sivas 3 WESTEill &KURT • BM' SIVIS

WESTIMI ECITURT

Check Oun
Selection ar
Quality Useb
Vehicles
1994 Chevrolet Lumina APV —20,000 Miles,
White with Grey Cloth, Full Power

•

1992 Dodge Dakota Sport —3.9 Liter V-6, 5Speed, 32,000 Miles, Charcoal Grey with Grey
Cloth

1992 Oldsmobile -AchieVa SC -- 2-Door Coupe,
44,000 Miles, Auto., Teal Green, Alloy Wheels

1992 Chevrolet S-10 Tahoe —2.8 Liter V-6,
5-Speed, White with Blue Cloth, 22,000 Miles,
1-Owner

iMoNAPA AUTO PARTSilni

1992 Chevrolet S-10 Tahoe —4.3 Liter V-6,
Auto., Two-Tone Grey & Silver, 1-Owner New
Truck Trade

1991 Cadillac Sedan DeVille —Carmine Red,

Win!

Complete with travel trailer, sales
tax and ready to go-o-o-o-o-o-o!
• Tandem Spar
-Foetal using itth itio-through cockpit design
(vol corrierment
KISec kind-owed wpm
• sport Ceilie•
-Excluive movabls awing collMb
-Heti* ',e'en' gees
-Front lowelght swags orpiment

NAG Kawasaki

JET SKI

Register at your nearest NAPA Store
No purchase required. One entry per
mailing address. Drawing to be held
August 15, 1994.

NAPA HAS OVERNIGHT AVAILABILITY ON OVER 143,000 PARTS AND ACCESSORIES!

Introducing...

•

& Sports Center

S3 00
$5 00
18 Holes
Weekend.: & Holidays
$300
9 Holes
$700
18 Holes
Carts 53 00 ea 9 Holes

753-8355

COMAE

eekend
S from
before

Par 3 Golf

Golf
9 Holes

'Your more than one company agency."

INAPA)
.

IF YOU LOVE
MOVIES...WE'VE
• GOT A DEAL
FOR YOU!!

Scez&vatf

t

The Insurance Center
of Murray

11
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MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

;day

SPRAY PAINTS

011181111
818)11
.111•81
81418, gm/ poem•red Ow
(10 oL) Not, 03 03,* 41

TV MOVIE MARQUEE

Red Leather, 35,000 Mlles, New Cadillac Trade

1991 Chevrolet Astro — Black with Grey Cloth,
CL Package, Quad Seating, V-6 Engine

1990 Mercury Cougar LS — 1-Owner, Red-with
Charcoal Cloth, Full Power, Alloy Wheels,
Sharp, 1-Owner Trade

1990 Cadillac Fleetwood —White with Blue
Leather, Fully Loaded, 1-Owner New Cadillac
Trade

1990 Chevrolet Astro CL — Two-Tone Blue,
Alloy Wheels, Quad Seating; Dual A/C, New
Truck Trade-In

1990 GMC 1500 SL —4.3 Liter V-6, 5 Speed,
A/C, Long Wheid Base, Red with Red Cloth

10111112101C1,

•

3111 Will

. Team
Erwin,

Erwin,
w BogHuds:II Matt
Kenny
,sIstant

•

HBO • HBO2 • FLUX • ESPN2
American Movie Classics
Cartoon Network • Court TV
Country Music Television
Any Other Premium Channel
(Choose from Showbme, Disney, Cinemax or Encore)

For Only...

1990 Ford Tempo GL — Fotie Door, Light Blue,
Full Power, 62,000 Miles, Clean Car

1989 Chevrolet 1(5 Blazer — Dark Blue with Gold
Center Band, 59,000 Miles, 5.7 Liter Engine, Full
Power, Silverado

$21 45/Month

1989 Nissan Pickup — Two-Tone Silver and

(2 Premium Channels- Reg $23 90)
Likrtr- 2 REBATES 8E8 HOUSE HOt D

WHAT A DEAL!!

Order by July 31st and
Receive 2 FREE Pay-Per-View
Movie Coupons...

Our Way of SayInguThankslu

753-5005

'fres!

RE
P,„

•

1A1.
1410.11J(.411,

Engine, Air, AM/FM, 83,000 Mites, 1-Ownerl
Local Trade

RA,

The Briclryard 400 Inaugural artprint is approximatel 23ic36',pnniedonaqualirc paper stock in
Ml color pnroing. and features the official Bnck•
tard 400 metallic gold ink just 5299"
r:pp
'11,,
‘11,1

Murray Auto Parts

_lIondspftlday
*20 a.m.4 p.m.

1300 N. 12th St.
753-4424
V

.
1 +NS
41... .....1110-0.
IP. ....... V.
-

-... •.
••• ••• .0 ..... ....

PEPPERS

YOUR SATISFACTION IS OUR *1 PRIORITY!

4

. tyr-tet--

Blue, 4 Cyl., 5 Speed, Inexpensive Small Truck

1989 Chevrolet Astro —5 Passenger, V-6

MINMAY CARLEVISOON
tilOirlasitv•Seesa
(A •

NG -*

•

1- 3

• r
•

*,

410 41". •

I

r•I•• ....•••• •

Chevrolet - Oldsmobile
Cadillac - Geo
CHEVROLET

Geo

IR 6

besollooss

2420 E. Wood • Paris Micismoole
642-3900 • 1-800-325-3229

•

ra
el

4. A.•
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MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

CLASSIFIED,
TuLzE co. 753-1916

CLASSIFIED AD RATES
1211PisiY eta
$5.00 COlumn Inch
atri. Discount 2nd Run.
fie% Discount Sal Sun.
0.1.14m SAM 8101111111h Ow'Mad)
$1.75 per cesium inch extra for
Tuesday Mapping Guide).

Reader Ads
254 per word, $5.00 minimum
1st cloy. be per word per day for
each additional consecutive
day. 61.7$ extra for Shopper
(Tues.Classeds go Into Shopping Guide.) $2.00. extra for
blind box ode

rsallale.R.22.2litp241
A 62.1X)lee wube requited to mak*
any changes to ad eller deadline.

010
020
025
030
040
050

190
370
390
400
550

ANNOUNCEMENTS
Legal Notice
Notice
Personals
Cord of Thanks
h Memory
.................Lost & Found
FARMERS MARKET
Form Equipment
. Livestock & Supplies
Poultry & Supplies
Proctuce
Feed & Seed

060
070
090
100
110

EMPLOYMENT
Help Wonted
Domestic & Childcare
Situation Wonted
Buaness Opportunity
1 Instruction

280
285
300
310
320
330
340
360

REAL ESTATE RENTAL
Mobile Homes for Rent
Mobile Home Lots for Rent
Business Rentols
Want To Rent
Apartments For Rent
Rooms For Rent
Houses For Rent
For Rent or Lease

ME RC H AND ISE
Computers
For Sole or Trade
Wont To Buy
Articles For Sole
Appliances
Home Furnishings
Antiques
Vacuum Cleaners
Sewing Machines
Heavy Equipment
Sports Equipment
Firewood
MunC al
Misceilioneous
T.V. & Rack°
'.
.. Pets & Supplies

SERVICES
080
230
250
290
530 .....
470
480
485
490
495
500
510
520

Inaionce
Exterminating
Business Services
Heating & Cooling
Services Offered

TRANSPORTATION
Motorcycles
Auto Services
Auto Ports
Used Cars
Vans
Used Trucks
Campers
Boots & Motors

°co

120
130
140
150
155
160
165
170
180
195
200
210
220
240
260
380

Help
Wanted

Help
.Warimed

Advedissa we'equated to
check fh• Sat Ineedion
Seek ado toe any erne". Mencre,
Lodger & Muss wi be resPoodblo ter ohlY ono blearred Inseam. Any eirOr
should be repoded kamedlallety so cancans can be
made.

REAL ksiAlr, SALES
270 . Mobile Homes For Sale
365
For Sole or Lease
420
............. Home Loons
430
Real Estate
Lake
435
.......Lots
.......
For Sole
440
Pr
450
Farms For Sole
Homes For Sate
460

OFFICE HOURSt
Mon.-M.8 a.m.-6 p.m.
Saturday 8 a.m.-12 p.m.

MISCELLANEOUS
410
540
560
570

Public Sole
For Trade
Free Column
Wonted

• OfeadNnees ate 2 days
hi advancet

100

00

on

1440
Wanted

ADJUSTMENTS
MasterCard

120
Business
OPP0f1unIti

Help
Wanted

Computers

_ •
,

,••c• ......
Out Your Preseni Job/
*

•0
No Need

TF LIAii'ver
mo(eL

tern i-

BRAZILIAN STUDENT Interested in Sports. Music.
Other Scandinavian, Europeah, South American.
Asian High School Exchange 'Students arriving
August Become a Host
FamilyrAISE Call Emilie
(502) 833-3229 or
1-800-SIBLING

NURSING HOME
INSURANCE
Available Thru Age 84.
Our most comprehensive policy pays- for
Skilled, Intermediate or
Custodial Care . With
Medicare's new guidelines for confinement,
Nursing Home Insurance is more important
-than ever..

OPEN Pizza Magic Aurora
Closed
Open 5pm
Mon -Tues Pizza. salads,
_ hot sandwiches, gyros &
" bread sticks Dine-in or
carry out--474-844-9-or
I 800 649-3804-

Serving Mexican &
American Food

FARMINGTON CAFE
Open 6:30 a.m.-2 pm. til-F
Special Mexican Plates
Friday Nights 5-9 p.m.
025
Personals
FOR professional toe nail
care call 753-7214
040
' In
Weary

For free
Information call:

JUST DO IT!

Jerry McConnell
Insurance
753-4199

Eyebrow Arch $4.00
Highlight $26.00
Clipper Cut $5.00
Ask for Acrylic
French Manicure
All natural nail care
guaranteed'

Pedicure $13.00

'Fringe 'Benefits
759-1874

'free local claim service'
I Sammy Joe Smith am no
longer responsible for any
debts other than my own

of Dickie Hodge
Born July 28, 1949
Passed away
July 28, 1990
Mother. Dad
& Billy Joe

WHO'S calling you? Caller
ID - World of Sound.
753-5865..

We Would Love To Have You In Our Services

Murray Baptist Mission
201-S. 6th St.
Murray, Ky. 42071
i'arvin Hall, Pastan
Sunday Morning

In loving memory

10:00 a.m.
10:45 a.m.

Sunday School
Preaching

Preaching
Sunday Evening
Wednesday Evening Preaching............

530 p.m.
p.m.

LUCAS SHOE
REPAIR
100 North 5th Street
ACrOSS from First Christian Church

Serving Murray and Calloway County Since 1892
Quality workmanship at the
lowest prices in the area.
Summer Hours 12.00 till 5.00

LOST near Kenlake Marina lyr old, black & white,
Siberian. Husky. Name is
Buffy Reward!! 474-8330.
LOST white male Pointer
Bird Dog, Tr -city area. Call
382-2274.

3 JOB
OPENINGS
Due to company
growth in the Murray area 3 job
openings exist in
the branch of a
FORTUNE 500
company. - If
selected you will
be given expense
paid classroom
training. We will
provide complete
ben-'
Company
efits, major medical, dental, 401K
Your
savings. starting income
will be $1600/mo.
& up. All promotions based on
merit - no seniority. To be accepted you need a
pleasant personality, be ambisports
tious,
have
minded,
grade 12or better,
21 or older and
bondable.
Call 753-5353ask for
Sam Asfur
Wed.,Thurs.,Fri.
10 a.m.-6 p.m.

DO you need a GED?. Do
you need hope for the future and help to get a solid
career? We have 22 JOB
openings for people 16 thru
21 that are not full time high
school students. Call
753-9378 Five days a week
between 8:00am-3:00pm
This project is funded by
the Job Training Partnership Act through the Kentucky Department for Employment Services and the
West Kentucky Private Industry Council. This is an
Equal Opportunity program. Auxiliary aids and services are available upon
request to individuals with
disabilities.

DRIVERS

A Family Oriented
Company
Home Often!
OTR
• Up to $3,000 Sign
On Bonus (OTR)
• .24 per Mile
• Fuel/Mileage/
Safety Bonus
Paid Quarterly
• Ins Pkg. - 401K
• Credit Union '
• Rider Program
• 92-94 Volvo
Conventionals
• Walk-in Sleeper
• Qualcom Satellite
Communications

Call TSL
Recruiter
Ken .Cross
at:
1400-510-0473

ECK MILLER EXPANDING! Need flatbed company drivers. All miles paid.
(New Scale) Life/Health,
Rider/Bonus Program. 23
years & 1 year experience
800-395-3510. OWNER
OPERATORS ALSO WELCOMED! Please inquire
about NEW opportunities.

FRIENDLY TOYS AND
GIFTS has openings for
demonstrators. No cash investment. Part time hours
with full time pay. Two catalogs, over 700 items. Call
1-800-488-4875.
HARDEE'S of Draffenville
now hiring day shift employees all positions,
cashiers,cooks & prep. Beginning wage $5/hr. Apply
in person. No phone calls
please.
IMMEDIATE opening for
full-time housekeeping person, maid. Need home
phone & must work
weekends. Motel work experienced persons only
need apply. For info call
753-6706. Days Inn, 641
South, Murray.
KITCHEN, deli style prep
help. Must be able to work
Mon-Fri, 8am-4pm. Great
working conditions & atmosphere. Apply at Campus
Coffee Shop, 200 N 15th,
Murray between 8am-2pm,
except Wed.
LICENSED LIFE &
HEALTH
AGENT
NEEDED-Quality products,
high commissions with advance before issue, lead
system, & benefits.(Must
qualify for advances & benCall:
efits)
1-800-252-2581.

Help Wanted
Kentucky Fried Chicken is looking for help.Ifyou
are energetic, enthusiastic and like people, we
would like to meet you.
Daytime positions available:

*Food Service Workers
*Customer Service Workers
*Shift Leaders

Apply in person at the Murray Kentucky Fried
Chicken restaurant, EOE/M/F.
$300 SIGN-ON bonus (limited time only) expanding
our flathed operation of late
model conventionals. Start
at $.26 per mile. All miles
with annual increases.
Home most weekends,
paid vacations & monthly
bonus. Health & Life InsurIf you are looking for a security officer position
ance Must be 23 years old
with a future & flexible hours, apply in person
with 1 year experience CDL
Monday-Friday 8:30 a.m.4:00 p.m. Positions
and good driving record
available in the Murray, Ky. and Martin, TN
required. Driving School
areas. Minimum requirements: no criminal
Graduates are Welcomed.
record, must be over 18 yr. ofage,able to work any
Western American Transshift, have reliable transportation and phone.
TN-- _DRIVERS;_Flatbed. 48. Uniforms furnishedand group medical insurance
OTR.
Assigned
new
State
1-800-299-2902.
available. Apply at:
conventionals, competitive
pay, benefits. $1000 Sign68 Murray Guard Drive
On Bonus, Rider Program,
Jackson, TN 3E1305
DUCT WORK
Flexible Time Off. Call
901-688-3122
INSTALLER
EOE
Roadrunner Trucking
Hands-on lead person
1-800-876-7784.
to run duct installation
crew in residential &
commercial applications.
DRIVERS- If you're looking
435-4699
to change jobs... We're
looking for you J.B Hunt,
ATTENTION DRIVER One of America's largest
TEAMS $15,000 In bonus and most successful truckpaid monthly, quarterly & ing companies. is looking
Plant First Aid, Worker's Comyearly PLUS -TOP MI- for people interested in
LEAGE PAY 401(K) plan learning to .drive a truck.
pensation, Act As Liaison With
$500 SIGN-ON BONUS. After completing the required
training,
you
can
Physicians, Etc.
Employees,
Other paid benefitsVacation-Health and Life- look forward to earning up
Prefer R.N. With Industrial ExDead head-Motel/layover. to $2,000 per month: plus
Loading & Unloading CO- comprehensive benefits,
perience.
VENANT TRANSPORT Call: 1-800-845-2197, ExRespond To:
1-800-441-4394. Solos and. perienced Drivers call:
1-600-368-8538. EOE/
students welcome.
Manager
Personnel
Subject to Drug Screen.
BIG Apple Cafe, Puryear,
P.O. Box 610
TN is now taking applica- DRIVERS-OTR Drive for
tions for restaurant help. the best! Get homeParis, TN 38242
guaranteed 6-10 days.
Apply in person
Earn top pay and have time
An Equal Opportunity Employer
901-247-5798.
to spend it No Northeast
CONSTRUCTION laborers freight! No-touch freight!
needed. Apply in person at 1 yr OTR, CDL & HazMat
Swift Roofing, located on req. 1-800-848-0405.
Industrial Rd.
DRIVERS: Start $24-$.28
DOCTORS office needs Raises to $.33. Home ofpart-time,
nurses assistant
ten! Assigned convention35 days per week. Please als. Free medical-dental send resume to:. PO Box $1000 tarp bonus. $500
Resumes are being accepted for the position
1040 H. Murray.
saftey bonus. Paid vacaof Fire Chief for the City of Fulton, Kentucky.
DRIVER-HIT THE ROAD tion. Retirement. $300 wkly.
The selected individual will direct the operduring. Flatbed training.,
-WITH THE-FltStNG STAR'
ations of the trillion Tire Department arid-Hornady
Truck
Line
OTR/Shorthaul opportuniTwin
City Ambulance Service. The depart1-800-648-9664.
ties home weekly (shorment is a combination paid and volunteer
thaul), assigned late model DUTCH Essenhaus is now
service with 9 full time personnel and 20
equipment. $750 exper- taking applications For
volunteers. The City has a Class 4 ISO fire
ienced signt-on bonus more information, call
BURLINGTON MOTOR 753-2334
rating.
CARRIERS.
Job description ma y beobtained on request.
EARN $1,000 weekly Muf1-800:.JOiN-BMC EOE
fing- 'mafioso at home
Send resettles to B. Roger Pune% City
Start now, no experience
Manager, P.O. Box 1350, Fulton, KY 42401 by
FULL or part-Orne positions Free supplies,free informsthe close of business(4:00 p.m:)on August 12,
now available at Subway hon. No obligation Send
1994.
•
Sandwiches Plea, apply S A.S E to VISTA- Dept
in person at 5011N 12Ih Sit 79, PO Box 60650, San
Ms City 01 hikes Is auIiqiaai Opportuslry Employes
No phone alas please ' Angelo, TX 76906
•

KFC

MURRAY GUARD INC.

INDUSTRIAL
NURSE

Every Tuesday Night at 7:00
(00Ors OW

at 600)

Knights of Columbus Hall
94 West to Johnny Robertson Road, South to Sq
Hale Road nght on Sq Hale Road 1/4 mile
OPEN TO THE PUBLIC NON-PROFIT ORGANIZATION

KI

753-0466

P.O. Box 1033

Murray

BURIAL INSURANCE
AVAILABLE THRU AGE 80
No Physical Examinations
If you are in reasonably good health and can
answer no to a few questions you may qualify for
preferred rates Below are a few monthly preferred
rates at different 4ges tor $4000 policy

MALE
age
age
age
age
age
age

$11 16
14 08
18 28
-- - 23 32
31 40
41 48

50
55
60
65
70
75

Premiums guaranteed

FEMALE
$856
10 60
13 52
16-96
23 20
31 24

NOT to increase.

McCONNELL-1
INSURANCE
AGENCY, INC.

E
905

SYCAMORE, MURRAY, KY

Local 763-4191I•
1400-466-41111
Nationwide TOLL FREE

FIRE CHIEF
CITY OF FUL TON

MAN or woman: carnival
helper, travel w/Bozo Dunk
Tank. $150 cash per week
plus room & board (RV)
current driver license required. See Ski at Sutton
Carnival at the fairgrounds.

BE YOUR OWN BOSS EXCKANGE YOUR OLD
Possible $2,500. Parttime HARD DRIVE FOR A LAR$8,000. Fulltime monthly GER & FASTER ONE
processing insurance CALL HAWKINS REclaims for Healthcare Pro- SEARCH FOR DETAILS
viders. Software Purchase ANYTIME, 501-753-7001.
required plus computer. Fi-PC REPAIR- UPGRADESnancing
ONCOLOGY R.N. with 1-2
TRAINING AT YOUR LO1-800-722-SAMS.
CATION HAWKINS RE1
years experience in chemotherapy to work in oncol- CLEANING Franchise WE SEARCH, 753-7001
ogy office Mon-Fri needed, INVEST IN YOU! When
chemotherapy certified you invest in ServiceMaster
130
Call franchise, we invest in you.
preferred.
For Sale
1- 800- 478- 5885, We're the nation's largest
Or Trade
(502)759-4199 or send professional cleaning com0x20 LOG cabin, built in
C.V.,to Box #1040 G, Mur- pany- offering the best in
training, equipment and.. 40s, free standing chimray, KY 42071.
support. Ail you need is ney, front porch, wooden
OWNER operators attenabout $8,000 down plus shingles, 6 pine floors, retion owner operators! Do
working -capital. Financing constructed within last
you want to make
available. For free informa- 10yr§. Must be moved.
$125,000/yr +? Steady
tion, call: 1-800-230-2360. 901-247-5170 leave
year round work. 20 openmessage.
ings left. Call RWI Trans- DECORATING DEN porta-t-i-on Recruiting Fastest growing interior de140
1-800-669-3003.
corating franchise is offerWant
ing local franchise ownerBuy
To
PEOPLE Lease Temporary ship opportunities. Proven
Service is now accepting business plan with training, ANTIQUES by the piece or
applications for light indust- support & advertising. Call collections Call 753-9433
rial workers at the Village 1-606-928-4033
after 5pm
Office Center at 1406-E N.
ATV 4-wheeler 753-1342
12th St. gam-5pm.
FRANCHISE for sale. MayPRIVATE art instructor field, Paducah, Benton, CASH for mobile home
needed for 10yr old child. Fulton, 100 year old indus- tires 8 axles 436-2578,
901-644-0679 ,
502-395-1913.
try, 25 year old company,
100%
success
rate
if
you
CASH paid for good, used
SALES- Landmark Comare accountable, responsi- rifles, shotguns, and pismunity Newspaper needs
ble and teachable. tols. Benson Sporting
an experienced salesper1-800-447-4889.
Goods, 519 S 12th,,
son to sell web offset printing. Experience in printing THE ATHLETE'S FOOT Murray '
or newspaper advertising The *1 athletic footwear
sales is a plus. This person franchisor with over 650
will be based in Shelbyville, stores worldwide, is seekKentucky, but extensive ing qualified candidates fortravel in southeastern store ownership throughout .'18FT above ground pool
states will be required. Sal- South Dakota. For informa- with 200Ib jacuzzi pump.
ary with commission plan, tion 1-800-524-6444.
Solar cover, deck & ladder,
competitive benefit packexcellent condition. $900.
age. Send resume, includ- VENDING route: Must sell, 753-6917.
ing compensation history very strong cash business.
1990 40FT log trailer, good
to: LANDMARK COM- 1-800-820-6782.
condition, $5,000.
MUNITY NEWSPAPERS,
120
(502)328-8381.
INC., Attn: Gary Miller, PO
Box 549, Shelbyville, KY
4200 BTU a/c, Hot Point,
Computers
40066.
portable, used 4mos, exSERVER must be 21; COLOR PRINTER, $175. cellent condition, $200.
.435-4571
hostesstoocktail server 502-753-7001.
must be 21; & dishwasher.
All applicants must be motivated, but out-going & perAmericas Second Car
sonable. Come Work for the
best casual gormet restaurant in the area. Apply in
r
person at The Commonwealth Yatch Club, Green
Locations Coast to Coast
Turtle Bay Resort, Grand
Rivers, KY after 2pm.

Ugiy Duckling

STANLEY Home Products
needs help with sales, no
parties, no investment, excelrentearnings, part Offiilr
time. Call 502-753-0674 for
information.
THE Ledger-Independent
is seeking a general assignment News Reporter
good
with
writing skills. Send resume
to: Editor, PO Box 518,
Maysville, KY 41056.
WANTED barmaids, waitresses & dancers, $500
plus weekly. Doll .House
Cafe, Paris, TN.
901-642-4297, 7pm-2am.
070
Domostic
& Childcare

Office: 751-6910
1-800-THE-DUCK

112 So 17th
Murray, KY 42071

Lowest Rates in Town
Daily, Weekly or Monthly Rates

Business on
a Budget?
Run this 2x2 consistency ad in Classifiedsevery day,including the Shopper,
for $160 a month (paid in advance).

Call 753-1916 for details.

CLEANING houses is my
business. Reliable and experienced, references. Call
Linda 759-9553.
NEED a clean house? Call
me; Charlie at 753-0655.
WILL clean houses, references, reasonable rates.
437-4064.
WILL sit with sick or elderly
in home or hospital. Call
753-4590 for information.
090

PoeltIon
Wanted

Lowest Prices Ever
Refrigerator Liquidation
Save Up To $500

Call 759-4944
Displayed at Video Gold
1206 Chestnut • Murray, KY

ALTERATIONS, repairs
and crafted T-shirts. Ruth's
See and Sew, Country
Square, 1608 N. 121,*fun - - ray 753-6981.
WOULD like to menage &
maintain rental property.
References available. 5yrs
experience. Cell 753-7473.

Your Ad
Could
Be Here!
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HALEY'S AUTO SALES

Cars, Custom Vans, and Vans For Moving

u.7

tee:
r

I

Services
t

• ...41

Sam et' Sheila Bea
Others Is isfias (We're NI About!
P.O. Sat Sad • Mane* 9CY 42071
(502) 753-0198 • Yoke Mail lox Sad

.Serving
A

%Ow Mai4 Sh-914witfy Maws Sierew
CAffd !ream Divaiers: ensersalisail
Seak, Uncolored Itlaserials, Sagami Mauve
/NY° TALK -

753-2284
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THURSDAY

MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

Anions
For $an

I 111111 Ankh*

AAPOST Frame Buedings
Size 24•x40 x9 Eave Price
$5178 plus freight Other
sizes evadable Blitz Buil
data 1-800-628 1324

od lo
in of
urray
/110.

61101
11169.
a be

1.$1

MTh

ye

IR OLD
I A LAPONE
S RE
IETAILS
3-7001

RADESUR LOVS RE
)1

built in
g chim
wooden
)ors, rein last
moved
leave

piece Or
53-9433

Fee Ws
2 FRAMED mirrors
38%31" $40 Remington
automatic model 11-48
shot gun ma trade for S&W
pistol 759-4502

ATTN deer hunters Super TICKETS Bluegrass Fan
heavy duty electric meat Feat 94 Owensboro KY
grinder factory made floor Sept 23 25 753-9749
model all cast iron 12"
hopper carbide blades ex
°anent condition $500 obo
474-8339
AP011ancs•
"BANKRUPTCY SALE ," DEEP freeze, refrigerators
Cheap for cash New steel stoves. washers & dryers
(Shop) buildings straight 354-8528,anytime
sides round roofs
25X30-30X36 and 50X300 WHITE 1993 Frigidaire self
electric range
Pick up or Delivered Call cleaning
Includes surface light &
Joe 1-800-374-8730
smoke glass door Was or
BEARTRACKER mobile iginally $499 asking $300
rascanner/weather
police
obo 753-3070
dio Like new, works' New
$150
price $250 asking
Ira
Includes mounting hardNome
ware. antenna for indoor
FumisNngs
use 753-5167
130YDS used mohawk
BOGARD trucking and extaupe carpeting good contop
cavating, inc We haul
dition 759-1223
soil, gravel, fill din, white
rock, rip rap 759-1828
2 KING size waterbeds, 1
v416 drawer pedestal, $100
DORM refrigerator, $40 1 w/regular pedestal $50
Microwave, 600 watts, with 753-1052
turn -table. $50. Call
' "GOLD couch & 2 blue
759-9557.
chairs 753-4852
FOR sale /Wiley woodstove. $200 King wood- NICE 4pc pine bedroom
Call suite Includes queen saw:
$75
stove
901-644-7587
4-poster waterbed, dresser
with mirror, chest & nightHONDA Pressure Clean- stand Call 492-8874 after
ers 2200 PSI $698 3000 6pm or leave a message
PSI $998 Hose gun injector, loaded lifetime frame QUEEN SIZE box springs,
COD/Credit Cards Factory mattress & bed frame, like
Direct 24hrs Catalog new, excellent condition,
1-800-333 WASH(9274)
$300 obo 492-8298. leave
message
loaded
computer
IBM 386
size and super
QUEEN
mouse,
with software,
SVGA color monitor & single size waterbeds,
printer. All- $575 55 galton $85/ea 489-2311
acquarium wieverything in- SOFA & love seat, excelcluding stand Fish sepa- lent condition, $400 for
rate, 2 huge plecos 1 large both Call 753-8937
angle, etc 753-0587
LOG Home Mfg . is giving
$4,000 rebate through August 15th We have all type
logs and building materials
Buy direct from Mfg ,
Call
SAVE'
1-800-847-5647
MOVING' Everything must
go, household, tools, etc
#1 coon & squirrel dog for
sale 901-247-3301

i3-1342

home
16-2578,

MOVING sale' King-size
waterbed mattress, metal
commercial size desk &
chair, 3 recliners & more
753-7034

used
ind pisporting ,
12th,

NEW metal siding & roofing Cover 36" cut to length
in 10 colors, galvanized
and galvalume Secondary
if available Portable' carport kits 489-2722 or
489-2724

Ind pool
; pump
ladder,
), $900

PLEXUZ Body Toner, five
timed positions of passive
exercise without added
stress to all the major muscles of the body & causes
mild aerobic effect Call
Hopkins,
Tom
502-753-6001

er, good
5,000

1111111,erz
BEAUTIFUL CHAPEL
WEDDING-Smoky Moun
tains Gatlinbug s Little Log
Chapel Charming rustic
Borders National Park A
dream wedding to fit your
budget 1-800-554-1451
CANDELIGHT WeddingsBe married by ordained mm
nisters in a candelight
chapel ceremony or in a
riverside gazebo No blood
test waiting period' From
$891 1-800 729 4365
CHAPEL IN THE VALLEY
(Gadiriburg s Original Wed
ding Chapel) Free parking
Thoughtful service is re
ndered through music
flowers, photographs videos and receptions
1 - 6 1 5 - 4 3 6 - 7 90 3
1-800-922-4573
GATLINBURG Summit
Breathtaking mountain top
views, fireplace, balcony,
kitchen, clubhouse pool
Jacuzzis Individual units re
nted by Schweigen Enterprises Free Brouchure
1-800-242-4853 (205)
988-5139
MYRTLE Beach-Luxury
Condos 1-2-3 bedrooms,
33 acre oceanfront resort 6
pools, dancing, live bands.
sa u tennis,
nas,exercise-game rooms,
$ 7 0 - $ 1 55
1 - 800 - 2 38 - 1 1 8 1 ,
1-800-331-7413
OLD—
WEDDINGS
FASHIONED Candlelight
ceremonies Smoky Mountain Chapel, overlooking
river, near Gatlinburg
HORSE-DRAWN CARRIAGE Cabins, Jacuzzis
No tests/waiting Charge
cards accepted HEARTLAND 1-800-448-VOWS
(8697)

Antiques
HOOSIER cabinet- nature
wood with slide out porce
lain top Also has a roll top
shelf, excellent condition,
was $600, will sell for $350
firm 753-4260
190
Farm
Equipment
TOBACCO cutting crew to
Evenings
hire
,502)328-8381

200
Sports
Equipment
2 REGULATION size pay
pool tables Good condition, $1,200 for one, $1,000
for the other or $2,100 for
both Call 753-9022 ask for
Phil or 759-9203 after 5pm
ask for Joe Serious inquires only

210
POOLS POOLS' New 1993
Firewood
pools now at big savings I
Many models & sizes For
for sale
FIREWOOD
A
ex 19'X31' o d pool com437-4667
&
fence
plete with sundeck,
filter only $988 Limited
220
area 100% financing'
Call
Hurryl
Muskat
1-800-759-6058 ask for
Beth
CONSOLE/Spinet piano
SEARS lawn edger, used for sale Take on smal
only once, 3hp gas engine, payments See locally
1-800-343-6494
$200 753-0988
SUNOUEST WOLFF TAN- FENDER keyboard amp
New Excellent like new condiNING BE
Commercial Home Units bon $375 759-9932
From $199 Lamps- PIANO tuning- Jahn
Lotions -Accessories
Gottschalk, 753-9600
Monthly payments low as
$18 Call Today FREE
240
NEW Color Catalog
1-800-462-9197
Miscellaneous

)t Point,
los, ex$200

VIBROSAUN Body Conditioner, combines vibration
with sauna in a reclinging
position Call Tom Hopkins.
502-753-6001
WOLFF TANNING BEDS
Over 100 commercial and
home units in stock 100%
financing Prices starting at
$895 1-800 848 7358

A BEAUTIFUL CHAPEL CHURCH WEDDING Smoky Mountains Gatlinbug Chapels (Since 1980)
No tests No Waiting,
Photograpy, Music, Flowers, Suites We match any
price less 10% Christian
cermony Rev Dr Ed Taylor
1800-346-2779

PUBLIC AUCTION)
SAT, JULY 30, 1994 10:00 A.M.
ALT CA\DM, KV
AT EXIT 65 ON INTERSTATE 24
60 MILES SE OF PADUCAH,KY'10 MILES NW OF NASHVILLE, TN

5000 ANTIQUE ITEMS
SEVERAL BARNS FULL
FROM :mg BROADBENT FAMILY

On

•

3 GENERATIONS - 100 YEARS
AUCTION HIGHLIGHTS: MANY STEEL WHEEL TRACTORS:
FARMALL ALLIS -JOHN DEERE • OLIVER • CASE - MOLINE • SEVERAL 1920 & 1930 ERA AUTOMOBILES IN1928 CHRYSLER COUPE- 1928 A MODEL
CLUDING
EARLY FORD, SUPER SHARP' 1929 SPORTS COUPE- T
MODEL COUPE • T MOCEL TRUCK • 2 T MODEL RUNNING
GEARS W/MOTORS - A MODEL RUNNING GEAR WINOTOP - A MODEL & T MODEL PARTS - WHEELS, FENDERS,
RUNNING BOARDS, HOODS, LIGHTS AND ON AND ON...
!
1939 CHEVY SEDAN- 1917 CHEVY FLEETLINE 1916_
1947- 1948- 1951 FORDS • 1949 CADILLAC • 1947 DiaAND ON AND ON INNI1101111
mond T 2-Ton Truck
HORSE DRAWN TOMS TEAM WAGONS • BUGGY •
BUGGY PARTS • FARM TOOLS • HAND
THRASHER
PRIMITIVES GALOREW
TOOLS • AND ON AND ON
COMPLETE PAYMENT FORIALL PURCHASES DAY OF SALE!
CASH OR CASHIERS CHECK!! ABSOLUTELY NO EXCEPT1ONS!

d JAMES R. CASH
AUCTIONI IR A RI Al ESTATE BROM fi
502-623-11466 FANCY FARM KY

250
Business
Services
K T I and Associates offer
ing a full line of investigative
services Bel Air Center
753-3868 or 436-6099
270
Mobil*
Homes For Sale
14X70 CRIMSON, c/a, 2br,
17, bath, lots of extras,
$11.500 Call 753-3940
1986 ATLANTIC 14X52
very nice 2br, 1 bath In
Coach Estates, priced to
sell 753-9540
1987 14X70 BUCC , excellent condition 2br & 2 full
baths Built in appliances,
c/h/a, all electric w/pole
French doors, $12,000
753-8117 6-10pm or leave
message
1994 BUCANEER 14X52,
new,furnished, in Fox Meadows All for $23,000 firm
Call 759-9311

BARGAIN
HOME CENTER
$500 DOWN!
One week only,
Aug. 1-8, with approved credit buy
any SINGLE WIDE
WITH $500 DOWN
PAYMENT or any
DOUBLE WIDE
$1000
WITH
PAYDOWN
MENT! No gimmicks, no hidden
charges NO KIDDING! Offer good
on ALL stock
homes and EVEN
custom built ordered homes but
only if loan is apduring
proved
week of Aug. 1-8!
Hurry to BARGAIN
HOME CENTER
soon and take advantage of this lender's special program while it lasts!
BARGAIN HOME
Hwy.
CENTER
641 South (Camden Hwy.) in Paris,
Tn. 901-644-1176
"YOUR EXCLUSIVE
BUCCANEER
MANUFACTURED
HOME DEALER FOR
THIS AREA."
MOBILE HOME FINANC
ATTENTION
ING
SELLERS/BUYERS 1976
and newer from Green Tree
Financial Refinancing/
Equity Loans. Fast, friendly
service Application or incall
formation
1-800-221-8204 after 5pm
1 800-895 1000

CLOSE-OUT sale on al
1994 models Buy now and
SAVE BIG BUCKS Quality
built, energy efficient
homes Qinkins Mobile
Homes, Inc Hwy 79 East,
Pans, TN 1-800-642 4891

BRITTNEY RIDGE
APARTMENTS 51x, 24
bath $640inio Contact
Century 21. Loretta Jobs
Realty 753-1492

3ot,

CREEKVIEW Self storage
warehouses on Center
EXECUTIVE 2br 2 bath Drive behind Shoney s
duplex with garage 1405 $20-$40/mo 759-4081
MOBILE HOME REPOS Michelle Dr tyr lease plus
NORTHWOOD Storage
FOR SALE Singles/ deposit
No pets
presently has units availdoubles Financing avail- 759-4586
able Call 753-2905
able Clean late model
753-7536
homes Green Tree Finan- FOR 3 people
availcial Corporation/Kentucky, partially furnished,
able June 1st, $150/mo
6 06 2 2 3 - 1 0 1 0
each 753-9564
1 800-221 8204
MOBILE home & 2 lots for HiLLDALE Apartments WAREHOUSE for lease
sale in Keniana Lake Shore under new management 22.000sq ft sprinkler sysasking Come see the changes tak tem.
Subdivision
smoke & burglar
$6,500 Call 436-5782 after ing place Now available alarm, rail siding located in
main24hr
apartment
2br
5pm & on weekends
KY
tenance Handicap acces- Fulton,
NOT A LOT QF CASH??? sible
Office hours 1-800-522-6683
Check out out_ HUGE_ earn -4 30pm Mon-Fri
370
SELECTION of repos and Equal Housing OpportunLivestock
pre-owned homes As low ity TDDS 1-800-545-1833
& Supplies
as $500 down, with pay- Ext 287, 437-4113
ments to fit your budget"
TOP quality straw
Volunteer Homes, Inc Hwy KENTUCKY Lake, Lake25/bale. delivered
$2
lbr
Village,
Wesdy
land
TN
Paris
79E.
apartment, utilities in- Evenings (502)328-8381
901-642-4466
cluded, rent based on inTRAILER & small cabin out come 55 & older, handicap HAY for sale Fescue &
on 1346 down by Ledbetter & disabled Equal Housing Clover, $1 75 a bail or $2
with storage 436-2569
Church 753-1038
Opportunity
3511
502-354-8888
WANT to take advantage of
low interest rates, but don't LARGE '2br, gas heat
& Supplies
have a lot of money for a big super low utilities, close to
downpayment? See Volun- college, other tennents are AKC Dalmation. 3yr old
teer Homes, Inc for 5% quiet professionals Depo- male, $125 Good persondownpayment or land and sit required $395/mo
ality 753-3235
-0- down Low monthly pay- Available August 1st &
DOG Day Afternoon
ments Starting at $150 per 753-8828
759-1768
month Volunteer Homes,
1 br
Inc Hwy 79E. Pans, TN LARGE & spacious
apartment for rent in quiet FOR sale Austrailan Blue
901-642-4466
Healer puppies full
older section of town
$ 3Wea
$350/mo, all utilities in- blooded
280
cluded Ideal for one per- 436-5438
MobIlø
son wanting lots of elbow HAVE an obedient, safe
Homes For Rent
room. Available August 1st dog for show or home
Phone 753-1222 days, ask Classes or private lessons
2BR trailer No pets
for Bill, 753-6620 evenings. Serving Murray for over
753-9866
l2yrs 436-2858
SHADY Oaks - 2 or 3br, MUR-CAL Apartments now
electric or gas Walking dis- accepting applications for IF shampoos & collars
1, 2 and 3br apartments won't solve your flea-tick
tance to college 753-5209
Phone 759-4984 Equal problem, HAPPY JACK
Housing Opportunity
KENNEL DIP will The most
NEW 1&2br apts in Far- effective tick & flea killer
At TSC
mington. Starts at $310 w/ available
STORES
paid.
garbage
&
water
DOWNTOWN office space
Stove, refng, w/d, dis- LABRADOR puppies.
available across from
hwasher furnished
AKC, yellow, male & fecourthouse $95/mo includ345-2748 after 4pm, male, guaranteed hips Pa753-1266
ing all utilities
762-4483 days.
radise Kennels 753-4106
RETAIL or Office Space in
1
duplex,
2br,
bath
NEW
Dog Grooming
PEG'S
S Side Shopping Center
w/d hook-up, dish-washer, 753-2915
753-4509 or 753-6612
carport & deck University
400
Heights Subdivision
110
$400/mo. 753-8747 leave
Want
message
To Rent
FUTRELL FARMS East o
2br duplex apart- Murray will open for the
NEW
WANTED to rent in Murray
gas heat, w/d hook- 1994 corn season 23rd July
or nearby. 2-3br home in ments,
furnished, 1994 Looks like an excelappliances
up,
the $300-$500 monthly
available July 15th, lent crop of corn this year
range Competent & re- no pets,
$425/mo, lyr lease, depo- 753-8848
sponsible retired couple
required Call 753-4873
We will be traveling to Mur- sit
Allen
after 6 30pm
Call toll free
ray
1-800-222-4427 & leave Properties
message for Porter We will NOW taking applications
return call
for Section 8 low rent housing_ Apply in person at
6 Family
Southside Manor, 906
32A
Yard Sale
Broad St Extended, beApartments
Thurs. & Fri.
No
8am-12noon.
tween
For Rent
74
phone calls please. Equal
1,2.3BD apts. Furnished
Beside Oak Grove
Housing Opportunity.
very nice near MSU. No
CP Ch.
7 5 3 - 1 2 5 2 VERY nice 2br. 2 bath dupets
From Murray 121 N 14783
days,753-0606 after 5pm. plex, appliances furnished,
(Airport/Penny Hwy.). 8 mi.
central gas heat & air,
lehon Oak Grove Ch. Rd. 1
1 & 2BR apts, some utilities $475/mo. 1 mo. deposit, 1
mi. on nght. From Hardin: 5
paid Close to university & yr. lease. No pets. Call
'mi. on Hwy. 80 to Oak
hospital 753-8756
753-2905, 753-7536..
Grove Ch. Rd. 1 mi on left
Clothes, toys, household
1BR apt on Olive, dean
340
$200/mo +utilities, +depoHOUSEHI
sit 753-9345.
For Rent
1BR duplex on 280 tastefully decorated, energy effi- 2BR house, Panarama
cient, $275(mo, deposit. No Shores, $250/mo,
pets 753-8848, before $250/deposit, references
753-6012
9pm
Oaks Estates

5 Party
Yard Sale

1BR furnished apartment
w/paid utilities. No pets.
Lease & deposit required.
Available August 1st. Near
downtown 436-2755,

3BR brick 4 miles from
town. appliances furnished,
2 car garage,$500/mo rent.
Deposit & lease required.
759-4664.

1BR near MSU, appliances
furnished Coleman RE
753-9898

3BR brick, refrigerator,
washer, dryer, deck 1 2
miles from town. lyr lease,
$500/mo, security deposit,
references No pets
759-9641

1 OR 2br apts near downtown Murray 753-4109

1 ROOMS for rent at 1614 4BR. 2 bath, (great for stuOlive Utilities furnished dents), partially furnished
Share kitchen, living room Lease & references re& bathroom facilities Walk
quired No pets 762-4483
to MSU Coleman RE or 345-2748
753-9898
5BR, 2 bath, $400/mo,
2BR brick duplex, quiet must have references
area, shade, new patio,
474-8377 or 474-8222
new refrigerator No pets
AVAILABLE immediately
$345/mo 753-6931
2Br house on N 18th
2BR, central h/a, stove, re- $425/mo plus deposit
frigerator, references, de753-1266
posit No pets 492-8594
SMALL 2r house, 6 mi2BR duplex with carport, nutes from town, just off 94
ord hook-up, 1406 A Val- ,
by Duncan's Grocery ,
leywood Dr, $385/mo plus - $295/mo 753-2339 or
deposit 753-4487
753-8767
2BR near campus, partially
furnished, $200/mo
759-9980 leave message UNFURNISHED 3br, 1
bath, central h/a, garage,
3BR 2 bath. low utilities, $275/mo, 316 S 13th
with garage, $550/mo 753-6856
753-3293 after 6pm

KENTUCKY LAKE PROPERTY
A total of 123 acres or will sell in smaller tracts:
two 45 acre tracts on the south side of Highway
0280 and two 16 acre tracts to TVA easement
to Wildcat Creek just off the Blood River
Embayment. The property would be good for
any type development or the perfect place for
your lake home. Near Panorama Subdivision,
Miller Golf Course, only seven miles from
Murray.

BOYD MAJORS
REAL ESTATE
Wing° • 376-2222
Jamas Majors, Residence 328-8419
Local Plum, 753-9822 after 5 p.m.

PAIS
Salo

For Rost
Or Limes
BARNS for rent Ar axed
Darkfired
Burley
753-1300 or 489-2116 after
7pm

Subdivision. Just
off 94 W.

Friday &
Saturday
8 a.m.-??
Includes some
turn ituce.

13
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2 Party
Yard Sale
Fri. & Sat.
7 a.m.-??
1703 Fermat Ay*.
Boospilpaos *rapes, son
were. Oishos kitchen
ems, tad* a chairs. pictures docks, tight fixtures. bed linens, ladies
az
Oodles
10-18'is.

shoos
- nova(

11'4-9N (some
worn), purses,
some antiques and much

Yard Sale
& Sat.
8 W ?
94 East to A.B. Lassiter Rd. 1st road on
right, 1st house on the
right
behind
the
Yamaha Shop.
2 steerage( mower vacua's
clearer bicycles Pfinlendo
genes rice clothes niers is
ackilt cries passwers ep
Ounces other assorted aeon

Ran a SAns

more

Carport
Sale
1614 Sycamore
Fri., July 29
9 a.m. to ?
Storm windows, weed
eater, chair cushions,
clothes, pots & pans,
lots of other items.
Absolutely no early
sales

MOVING
SALE
309 Woodlawn
Friday
aurrnatinl
Crafts,7
pictures,
gem t:
flower
couch, end tables,
desk, etc.

MOVING
SALE
Sat, July 30
9 a.m.-4 p.m.
94 E to 280 1/2 mile
1st place on right
after the S curve.
Dishes, linens, odds
& ends.

Carport
Sale
Fri. & Sat.
8:00
1700 College
Farm Rd.

Multi-Party
Yard Sale
908 So. 16th
Fri. & Sat.
7 a.m.-?
No Early Sales
Lots of good items
Cancel if rains

Yard
Sale
2nd house on right
west of Kirksey on
464.
Jtily 30
7:00 a.m..
Furniture,

antiques

and misc.

Multi-Family
Yard Sale
Saturday Only
121 South • 6 miles from
RA tracks.
6:30-4:30
Rao or Shoo
Cry Sall waisted entertain
mer• center I r Ogee tare
,8
siveres cbtfles (girls
rho boys 211 5 37) chefs
table & charr Kulffee animas
erseery Snick knacks passes
cookware & mucn more

5 Family
Yard Sale

Big
Yard Sale

Fri. & Sat
8 a.m.-3 p.m.
94 E to Elm Grove Hale Rd.
Infants to plus size,
men's 38's, knick
knacks, antique dressers, fishing boat Ford
Van, furniture, stove, rethgerator

641 N. to Flint Church
Rd. 7th house on the
right
July 29th & 30th
7 a.m. to?
Dining room table, coffee table., car seals
clothes (baby gin, little
boy, many women's!
Something for everyOne.

3 Family
Yard Sale
& Moving
Sale

Huge
Moving Sale

1 Day Only
Fri., July 29th
8 a.m.-?
Farmer Ave.

Calloway Gardens
(1505 Dluguld Dr.)
Apt. SD-27
Sat 7-12
Sun. 12-4
Furniture, decorations, housewares,
tons of misc.

Carport
Sale

3 Party
Yard Sale

516 Whitnell
July 29 & 30
7 a.m.
Sofa bed, D.R. furniture, sick room supplies, many household items, clothing,
some furniture.

1406-8 Hillwood
Drive
Fri. & Sat.
7:30-4:00
Clothing, tools, toolbox, children's toys,
things for everyone.

PUBLIC AUCTION
Friday,July 29th, 1994 at 4 p.m. Mr. Harold Begley has
sold his house and relocating out ofstate.From Murray,
Ky.take Hwy.641 North to Hwy.1824 turn right. Follow
to Candlelight Subdivision. Watch for auction signs.
3 or 4 nice bookcases - lot of books - computer desk - 2 nice
rockers - small color t.v. - wood table & chairs - camel foot base
table with glass top - auto. washer & gas dryer - small kitchen
appliances - pots & pans - old footed brass planter - oriental
type rugs - 8 piece sectional couch - coffee & end tables - nice
framed mirror - Gulbronsen elect, rhythm organ - sheet music stereo with speaker & turntable - small round table - king size
bed - odd chest - twin bed set - wing back chair - other odd
chairs - nice sofa - V.C.R. - wall hanging striking clock glasstop lamp table - nice Lamp table telephones some new
lumber - lawn & garden tools. This is only a partial listing.
Many items not listed. Auction held rain or shine. Not
responsible for accidents. For more information and your
auction needs phone 435-4144.

Dan Miller - Darrell Beane -

GARAGE
SALE

Terry Paschall - Auctioneers
Licensed & Bonded in Ky. & Tenn. #1281 Firm 2333
"My Service Doesn't Cost, It Pays"

1606 Tabard
(In Martin Heights)

Friday 7-?
Saturday 7-12
Ping pong table, jr.
golf clubs, women's
clothes (Sz. 5,7,9),
lots of miscellaneous!

YARD
SALE
203 Woodlawn
Friday &
Saturday
7:30 a.m.-??

Classifieds
Office Open
8 a.m.-5 p.m.
Monday-Friday
8 a.M.-12 Noon
Saturday

CLASSIFIED

ESTATE AUCTION
Sat., July 30th, 1994 at 10 a.m. at the farm home of the
late Mr.& Mrs.Bryan Galloway.From Murray,Ky.take
94 West turn north at Oaks Country Club Road. Follow
to auction. Watch for auction signs.
Antique walnutbed -old oak bed - straightchairs -nice old walnut
dining table with 6 chairs - old rocker - bookcase - wood kerosene
lamp holder - couch & odd chairs - recliner - love seat -coffee &end
table - lamps - color t.v. with remote - new portable color t.v, with
remote - sectional couch - pole lamp - pictures & frames - stereo gospel music on L.P.'s - file cabinet - World Book encyclopedias school desk - three piece bedroom suite - twin bed - (4) piece
bedroom suite - quilts & blankets - linens - space saver - auto.
dryer - chest freezer - ref. - microwave - small kitchen appliances pots & pans - old glass & china - Corningware - Tupperware - cast
iron pieces - flatware - set of Corelle dishes - mug tree - kitchen
stools - fruit jars - water bath canner - Christmas decorations picnic table - step ladder - extension ladder - old corn sheller - steel
barrel - metal fence post - gas tank orritand -(3)farm gates - old
trailer for cattle feeder - metal water trough - gas line trimmer - 8
H.P. Snapper riding mower - wheel barrow - push mower garbage cans -cow kickers - gas can - fishing equipment - pressure
spray - tool box & tools - hand & yard tools - 2,000 tobacco sticks
and much more. Auction held rain or shine. Not responsible for
accidents. Lunch available. For more information call 435-4144.

Dan Miller - Darrell Beane Terry Paschall - Auctioneers
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MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

'.• •• ..

Used
bucks

LOIS

%

Services
(Meted

Fe, Sip

YARD SALE,

4

4 mi. East of Hazel
on State Line Rd.

Friday 12-?
Saturday 7-?
Waterbed nide a bed
chairs
oio
couch
adding
typewriters
machine dishes tarm
eqwpment & tools,

ciothes

seasons)

at sizes &
something

tor eVefy0De l

YOUR
ADCOULD
BE
HERE
CALL
753-1916
YOUR
AD
COULD
BE
HERE
CALL
753-1916

YOUR
AD
COULD
BE
HERE
CALL
753-1916
A30
Real
Estate
5 ACRES 94W. 8 miles
from Murray, $10,000
435-4374
COMMERCIAL building for
sale City's best location,
Court Square, Pans, TN.
Two story. 2500sq. ft per
floor 1-800-447-4889
gam-6pm, leave message
FREE color brochure of
LAKE BARKLEY, KY bargains, 2 18 acres-$5,900
Nicely wooded lot w/
deeded access to lake
Only 2 miles Co state pork
On country rd w/udis &
protective covenants. Perfect for Vacation/retirement
home near-lake Excellent
Call
financing.
800-858-1323 Woodland
Acres 8 30-8.30, 7 days
HALEY Appraisal Service
Haley
Bob
call
502-489-2266
KOPPERUD Realty has
buyers waiting to purchase
homes-all price ranges If
you are thinking of sellingcontact one of our courteous and professional
agents at 753-1222 Of stop
by office at 711 Main St
sale- new-2br, 1 -bath
duplex. w/d hook-up, dishwasher. carport & deck
University Heights Subdivision 753-8747 leave
message
NEW 4br, 2 bath home on
KY Lake Walk-in closets,
den wIfireplace, deck, central hie 502-753-8045
NEW duplex for sale: Cambridge Estates. Gene
Steely 753-6156

100X140 SOUTHWEST
Vila subdivision. Al city
Laken, reduced 753-4873
after 15011
LOT 1096 Crappie Hollow
for sale by owner Call
498-8926 after 5pm

IDFAL for starter. "am'
merit, of rental Pn3P4rtY
Small 21m house esih Wee_
extra lot 5 minutes from
Murray near Duncan's
grocery, $29,1100
753-2339, 753-8767
LARGE older home for
sale Plus 3br, 2 bath mo
bile home also 759-4850.
753-8101

460
Homes
For Sale

2
2 STORY brk:k, 3br. 11
/
/
11
NEAT, well maintained 4br.
recently remodeled baths, 2 bath home located in
sun room, lull' basement, town Priced at $117,500
$58 000 759-4935
Call Kopperud Realty,
2BR on V. acre with 2 753-1222 MLS• 3000112
out-buildings, new vinyl sid- NEW 3br, 2 bath, Wit' tub,
ing, fold in windows, new oak cabinets. 1280sq ft Irvwell & septic system, com- ing. garage Priced upper
pletely redecorated 2yrs $60's 1405 N 16th COI
ago, gas heat, $36,000 489-2722
489-2440
NEW house for sale!
3BR, 1 bath. large LR,large 2000sq ft. great location.
utility room wiplumbing for 3br, 2 baths, great room,dr.
2nd bath. in Stella. House kitchen, utility room, walk xi
and lot $55,000 Additional closet Has all city utilities,
land available. Partial fi- county taxes & extras Call
nancing available
during daytime 753-7435.
753-3815 or 492-6127
evening 753-3966
3BR. 2 bath log house,
RUSTIC RETREAT- awaits
water & sewer. $80,000
you in this three bedroom
(502)522-8670
two bath home with almost
..new Gaspak, attached carbaths,
3B9 brick ranch,
port plus 30X40 metal
large baths, large deck, tiuilding with two
overhead
2
/
move in condition, 31
doors, water and electricity,
miles 'South off 121
additional septic system &
753-8874
well . all on 3 beautiful

3 ACRES, wooded building
site on Buttenyortt1 Rd Natural gas available Bob
Perrin, Grey's Properties
759-2001. evenings
753-3509

William Duncan
Building Contractor

Experienced builder of houses,
garages, pole barns & storage
buildings Also remodeling Call for
estimates no job too large or too

1984 COUGAR, $1 ,000
753-5627
1984 ESCORT, excellent
condition, one owner,
70.XXX miles. $1,500,
1601 Loch Lomond
753-3704
1984 OLDS Toronado,
runs good, $1,000 obo
759-4683
1986 BUICK LeSabre. 4dr.
$3,000 489-2050 or
753-2583
1986 FORD Taurus, excellent condition. 753-1052.
1986 T- BIRD, loaded, V-6,
auto, w/O Dr., 86,XXX road
miles, $3,850 753-0988
.1987 CHELYSLEFI. 5th.Ava
-entre. 1 owner, only
17,X XX actual miles,excellent condition. 753-7275.
1987 MAZDA RX7, Turbo
II 753-5273 8am-5pm, after 5pm 759-1286

REDUCED! Moving sale!
1987 mini-van, good condition, $2,600 obo 1982 Nissan Sentra, $500. Call
753-8594 between
10am-4pm.

II
Oil

CA

Used
Trucks

474-8267

RON HALL
HEATING, COOLING & ELECTRIC, Inc.
Central Heating & Cooling Sennce & Installation
Electrical Service & Installation
Licensed Gas Merchant

(502) 435-4699

Murray, KY

Expand your profit$
with a quality
SIGN.
0
104"I 382-2306

753-2378

vs

CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
CUSTOM WOODWORK.ING

DER Ridge Estates
Large, restricted, residential building sates. county
privacy, convenient to Murray. Benton & the surrounding wee From MurraylaM
641 North, turn West ont
464, % mile to sign POOO
range $6,000-$14,000 D.
v•top•r, JR Smith
502 7518890

'Ail Types Of:

Custom Woodworking
and

Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
• Drop By

And Sof Our Showroom •

Mie Sunbury • Mummy (BONI Bunny frown

753-5940

•Kri

:4!

1991 30FT Coachman
camper, excellent condition, $10,500 Will consider
small camper trade Call
753-0814

14FT POLAR-CRAFT Vbottom with 5hp motor,
trailer, trolling motor, high
seats, rod holders, $675.
753-0988.
1988 HYDRASPORT &
Johnson motor, fully
equipped, excellent condition, $6,000 753-0413.
1989 15FT AlumaKraft Jon
boat, 25hp Johnson, new
foot controlled trolling motor, new battery & all accessories Nice, $1,950 Evenings (502)328-8381.
LISIC!_boats, motors, trail.
ers salvage parts for sale.
Boat & motor repair. All
work & parts guaranteed
Wayne Darnell Marine Repair. Hwy 121 S.
502-436-5464
530
Servkm
Offered
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1A
Hauling, tree trimming, tree
removal, & cleaning oUt
sheds, attics, odd jobs, &
will haul & spread mulch.
Free estimates 436-5744
Luke Lamb.

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 A 1.
SPRING Creek Oaks, 1989 NISSAN 240SX. fast Hauling, moving, clean-up,
back, bright red, 4cyl. 5sp, odd jobs, tree trimming,
4000sq ft under roof. 3br,
tilt, cruise & tape. Extra tree removal, yard mowing,
2 bath, living room, di1
2/
ning room & den, ceramic/ sharp! 753-8678.
mulch hauling. Clean up'
wood floors, crown mold1991'PONTIAC Grand Am, sheet rock & other building
ings, drynit exterior
2dr, loaded white 'letter materials. Free estimates.
2 bath 753-1890
/
BY OWNER. 3br, 11
tires, red with grey interior. Tarn Lamb. 436-5744.
brick ranch. Eat-in kitchen,
•Looks and runs new. Sharp 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 A tree
£70
formal dining room, living
car! $2,550. 502-875-4050 trimming, hedge trimming,
room, family room with 77
(dealer).
mulch hauling, light hauling
Motorcycles
bay window. Central gas
& odd jobs. Paul 436-2102.
heat & air, wall-to-wall car- 1982 YAMAHA 550 Max- 1992 EAGLE Talon, 16V
DOHC, 4cyl, 5sp, loaded,
pet. ceiling .fans, jacuzzi, ium, full tenon,
black, adult excellent condition, new 1 1 1 1 ALL around mowing,
14x14ft storage bldg. Lot ridden,
garage kept, ap- tires, 40.XXX miles, trimming, tree removal. Joe
75x150, adiacient lot avail- prox 6,XXX
436-2867.
miles, $1,195
able Walk to banks & shop- obo. 901-247-5170 leave $10,000 obo. 1 owner.
1 1 1 A all around mowing
after
502-753-8613
ping Priced to sell, mid
message.
trimming, hauling. Mark
5.30pm.
$70's Call for appt
436-2528.
753-4359.
1993 STREET legal dune 1993 MAXIMA GXE, p/s,
buggie, fully equipped for p/b, a/c. Electric windows, 2 ALL round custom tree
FOR sale by owner. Nice
the road. 1600 engine, seats & door locks. Deluxe trimmers, hedges, removal,
2br house with vinyl siding
purple in color, $3,850 obo. Bose am/fm stereo with cd. light hauling, etc. 4yrs exin Southwest school dis474-8216.
Sun-roof, black w/gray perience, free estimates.
trict. LP gas furnace with
leather interior. 753-9240 436-2102 ask for Mathew.
2 acre lot
/
tank. Large 11
or 753-0148 after 5pm.
with 1 outbuilding. city waAl, Al's hauling, yard work,
ter, 4 miles from town on
A 1991 PONTIAC Grand tree removal, mowing. Free
Auto
641 South_ Call 492-8874
Prix LE, auto, V-6, tilt, estimates. 759-1683.
Parts
after 6pm or leave a
cruise, power door- locks, A-1 Carpentry work. New
message.
CHEVY PARTS- 3-2% ton runs & drives excellent. construction, remodeling,
HOUSE 1.4 acres, new Chevy 6X6 rear ends & 1 $6,500. Phone Frankfort porches,decks. Also house
or plans drawn. No job too
paint, vinyl, carpet & central front end, all are 6.17 gear 502-875-4050
h/a Detached heated gar- ratio. Also, 1-.2 '4 ton 502-875-1844 (nights) small. Cad J&C ConstrudChevy Transfer Case. No (dealer).
age 753-9652
tion. 436-5398.
reasonable offer refused. LUXURY car,
one owner- Al Tree Service. Stump
HOUSE and acreage, Also, 1971 Camaro body.
753-1300, leave message Make offer. Call Frankfort school teacher.. 1991 removal and spraying. Free
Honda Accord, Select Edi- estimates. 436-2247, or
gam-6pm 489-2116, 502-227-2760
tion, Britany blue, leather, 492-8737.
7prn-10pm
low mileage. Call 753-3621
AIR Conditioning. Ron Hall
or after 5pm 753-1570.
Heating, Cooling and
Electric Co. Service, unit
replacement and complete
installtion. Licensed gas installer. Phone 435-4699.
Vans

500 S 11th St 100x75
- wopided
-$6,000753 7549

' 1:_• •

1984 CHRYSLER Fifth Avenue, auto. power, 137K
492-8594

other improvements. 4br, 2
baths, privacy fenced, central heat/cooling. Call Bob
for details. Grey's Properties 759-2001, evenings
753-3509.

aP

JUST reduced & close to
the lake 3br,2 bath,central
h.a, master suite has jacuzzi & separate shower
Priced at $39,500. This
won't last long Call Kopperud Realty. 753-1222

1981 DODGE Omni 024,
2dr. 4sp. 82.XXX miles,
good mechanically, $600
Call 5,4753-0774 after
a
7pm

4 NEW 3br houses on city acres in Southwest school
water & sewer. Will con- district Priced at $74,900. 1987. TOYOTA FX16,
Realty
hatchback, red, auto. p/s,
sider trading for other prop- Kopperud
erty Priced in the $70'5 to 753-1222, ask for Frankie. p/b, etc, am/fm cassette,
66.XXX miles, excellent
low $80's 753-3672 after
SPACIOUS 3br. 2 bath, condition, $3,300.
5pm
with great flowing lay- out, 753-1941.
5 ROOM house near Paris beautiful kitchen, breakfast
Landing State Park. For room, separate dining, 1988 LINCOLN Continencall room Lots of extras, couninfo.
more
tal, 4dr, signature series,
901-232-8309.
dark blue, loaded, 86,XXX
try club, view Call for your
appointment today
miles, $5.500. 753-1111
BE FIRST to see this bar753-7536.
days, 753-6673 nights.
gain buy! New carpet & 753-2905,

r•ef4IING C004 RU PRODUCTS

12X60 trailer, carport w
ights well, septic, outbuild
ng. ready to move into
436-5648

1980 DATSUN 280ZX, 400 St.M.L1 block Chevy
brown, auto. M. Ws, pt. motor 1976 1 Ion delivery
pnv, tint 117,XXX MANS. wan, 350 auto, pa's, prb, all
--Mune/turn body 753
'
0467

1963 WILLY'S pep, red,
CJ5. mostly original, very
good condiiton, $2,500.
436-2977.

ANTIQUE refinishing, furniture repair & custom
woodworking. 753-8056.
APPLIANCE REPAIRS:
Factory trained by p major
manufacturers. All work
, and parts warranted. Ask
Ida Andy-et The-Appliance
Works, 753-2455.
APPLIANCE SERVICE.
Kenmore, Westinghouse,
Whirlpool. 30+ years experience. BOBBY
HOPPER, 436-5848.

1973 CHEVROLET swb
pick-up, V-8, good condition. Call 489-2375 after
5pm

BACKHOE SERVICE.
BRENT ALLEN septic tank
installation, repair, replacement. 759-1515.

1977 DODGE power wagon,swb,4wd,good condition 435-4035

BACKHOE Service - ROY
HILL. Septic system, driveways, hauling, foundations,
etc. 759-4664.

1977 GMC Avb p/u, p/s,
auto trans. a/c, new paint,
sliding rear window. 8N red
belly Ford tractor, new tires,
good paint, real clean.
753-3785 after 6pm.
1978 CHEVY /
2 ton, Iwb,
1
p/b, p/s, a/c, $1,850 obo.
753-9848.
1983 FORD F-150, 4X4,
$2,300 753-5627.
1985 INT,ERNATIdNAL
9670, 350- Cummins, 9sp
fuller, eferything rebuilt in
lett 50,XXX $12,900, very
clean
Evenings
(502)328-8381
1988 BRONCO II, black,
5sp, p/s p/b, a/c, am/fm
cassette, $5,000 obo
492-6127
1988 FORD F250, white,
auto, p/s. p/b, a/c, 6 cyl,
$3,975 502-875-4050
(dealer) •
1989 SILVERADO Chevrolet truck, loaded, excellent condition 759-4874.
1991 CHEVROLET Silverado, loaded, 97,XXX miles,
good condition 435-4414.
1904 CHEVY S-10 LS, extended-1mb-, Geyt 4 a liter
engine, raspberry.
$15,000, very sharp!
474,8104 after 5 30pm

BACKHOE Service, complete foundations, septic
systems. R.H.Nesbitt, Masonry. Phone 492-8516,
pager 762-7221.

FRIDAY.JULY 29:1994
(For your personalized daily kane Dixon horoscope. based on your own
date of birth, call 1-900-988-7788. Your. phone company will bill you 99
cents a minute.)
BRYON'S LAWN SERtion.
HAPPY BIRTHDAY! IN THE
VICE Free estimates
(Aug. 23-Sept. 22): Be
NEXT YEAR OF YOUR LIFE:
753-4591
more circumspect when disagreeing
You will feel much better if you
with family members or authority
CARPET. binding & fringstop pushing yourself to the limit all
figures. Coming on too strong with
ing Enger Custom Design
of' the time. There are a number of
Carpets. 753-7614. Dave &
things you can do to brighten your advice could upset ;omeone. Couch
LISS& Godar owners.
any suggestions in tactful terms.
financial' future. For starters, bus.
real estate! Although sparnng with a Two heads are better than one this
CARPORTS for cars and
_
trucks. Special sizes for
younger person may be tiring, you e%,enitig.
motor horns, boats, MVs
LIBRA (Sept. 23-act. 221: Go
will eventually see the results you
and etc. Excellent protecafter your heart's desire with all tile
desire. Let nothing Cpnle between
tion. high quality, excellent
tricks you hase learned in recent
and the lose of your life. Intersou
value Roy Hill 759-4664
years. Those who appear seriousshould be gently
fering retails
minded will be offered leadership
CARROLL'S custom garrebuked.
den tilling, bushhogging
roles. As oid frivolity Make your
CELEBRITIES BORN.ON
box grader. blade
THIS DATE: singer Patty Scialla. bid for the executive suite!
Free eStimates. Gerald
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nos. 21): A
choreographer Paul Tay, lor. boxer
Carroll 502-492-8622!-well-kept home is the perfect place
Michael Spinks. soap actress Lisa
CHIN Chlm Chimney
to entertain people you would like to
Peluso.
Sweeps has 10% senior
ARIES (March 21 -April 19): know better. Host a casual gathering
citizen discounts. We sell
and keep the guest list select. Be disAvoid any show of force which
chimney caps and screens
could boomerang. A subtle creet about your employer's busi435-4191
ness methods.
approach will work much better!
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.'
COMPUTER SERVICE &
Sprucing up sour living quarters
TRAINING 502-753-7001.
21): A few' well-chosen words can
will boost your spirits while providgive romance a big boost. Use your
ing a wonderful outlet for restless
COOPER Lawn Service.
communications skills to boost a pet
energy.
New /I- existing . Call
:woriers.. wj11502,435.45M_ _
protect- Admiring_ clo
- TAURUS tApril. 20-May
your teani. Welcome •
join
to
ant
sv
friends
faraway
Contacting
COUNTERTOPS, custom.
them — many hands make light
prove lucky for you in an unforeHomes, trailers, offices.
work.
seen way. Be candid with your
Wulff's Recovery, Murray.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan.
loved 'ones. A new romance will get
436-5560.
19): The most unexpected ideas trot
off to a flying stan if you take the
CUNNINGHAM'S Heating
through your brain at the most
initiative.
and Cooling Service. Comunusual moments. Jot down the
The
20):
2I-June
(May
GEMINI
plete installation and sergood ones before they are forgotten!
promise of immediate profits can be
vice . Call Gary at
759-4754
a trap that leads one to loss instead. Relinquishing a heavy burden on the
home front will prevent mental
Rely on proven methods. An unusuCUSTOM bulldozing and
fatigue.
picthe
of
part
be
could
romance
al
sysseptic
backhoe work,
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. .18i:
tems, 354-8161 after 4pm.. ture. Avoid demanding too much
Your superb gifts as a communicatoo soon. •
Horace Sholar.
tor or salesperson bring new plauCANCER (June 21-July 22): A
CUSTOM round baling
good morning for nailing down dits. Hard work is the key to lasting .
753-0062.
wealth. An older person could prove
agreements and hammering out
DRYWALL, finishing, relucky for you: give each other a
details. People can still respect each
pairs, additions and blowother when they' hold contrary opin- chance to talk.
ing ceilings. 753-4761.
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20):
ions. Be prudent if traveling on the'
Someone starts an "open door- poliGERALD WALTERS.
highway' this evening.
Roofing, vinyl siding, paint.LEO (July' 23-Aug. 22): Your cy for your benefit. Go ahead and
ing. Free estimates. 18
optimistic outlook convinces others toot your own horn! Drum •up all the
years experience. Local rebusiness you can. Investment opporthat you are on the right track. Plan
ferences. 753-2592.
tunities abound. Sign contracts only'
carefully' and you will reach an
after reading the fine print.
HADAWAY Construction.
objective well ahead of the competiRemodeling, vinyl siding,
vinyl replacement winTODAY'S CHILDREN will go to great lengths to bring joy to others. .
dows, vinyl flooring
There is nothing petty or small about these . Leos' motives. They have a
436-2052.
strong sense of responsibility' coupled with a truly generous spirit! HardHANDYMAN for hire. Roofworking and forward-looking, these industrious Leos will quickly scale the
ing, house repair 3 yards
ladder at work. They leave no stone unturned in doing a thorough job. Count mowed. 474-2037.
on them to find a powerful mentor who will assist their career. These Leos'
respect for their elders gives them a lifelong social advantage.
JIM'S Garden Service.
BOBS Plumbing Repair
Service Al work guaran753-1134 or
teed
436-5832

Gardens- breaking. disking, tilling. Lawns- seeding
& fertilizing new or existing
Blade work & bush hogging. Reasonable
rates. 753-3413.

4,...

Party Mart's Annual

HOT AUGUST

KITCHEN CABINET REFACING. Make your old
new.again with Formica. All
colors, free estimates
Wulff's Recovery, Murray,
KY. 436-5560.

...--.
fill
(
011":

et oit,
00.
;
ii
600
.00e,%1
lid

LICENSED for.electric and
gas. 753-7203.

1141

LIGHT hauling, tree trimming & removal. Call
753-2320, ask for Don.
MULCH delivered. Murray
436-5560.
PAINTING interio'r' & exterior. All types of home repair.
Free estimates. Call
436-5032 anytime.

PRICE BUSTERS!!!

PEIFER Masonry, brick,
block, stone. No job too
small. 502-365-3675.

SPARKLING WINE

PLUMBING repairman with
same day service. Call
436-5255.
ROCKY COLSON Home
Repair. Roofing, siding,
painting, plumbing, con -crete. Free estimates. Call
474-2307.

750 ML

BALLATORE
SPUMANTE
ALWAYS A PLEASER

99
750 ML

999

KORBEL
BRUT X-ORY - BRUT ROSE
CALIFORNIA'S FINEST

SHEETROCK finishing,
textured ceilings. Larry
Chrisman, 492-8742.

THE Gutter Co. Seamless
aluminum gutters, variety
of colors. Licensed. insured. Estimate available
759-4690.

QF 750 ML

FREIXENENT
CORDON NEGRC)EMT
GREAT SPANISH SPARKLER

SEAMLESS gutters installed, residential or commercial, Servall Gutter Co
753-6433.

SUREWAY Tree & Stump
Removal. Insured with full
line of equipment. Free estimates. Day or night,
753-5484.

ri95

MARTINI & ROSSI
ASTI SPUMANTE
SUPER LOW PRICEI

ML

CHARDONNAY

59949

VAN DUZER FIES
ag
FSRLIOPEMRBOCRHEARG0DONN i NA`f
$

rso so_

9
iii 39
STERLING
WWERY LAKE '88
mu'.
STERLING BUY
GLEN ELLEN
SUPER VALUE
LOWEST PRICE EVER

75
750 ML

J. LOHR '92
RIVERSTONE ESTATE 899
MONTERAY

HOGUE

CABERNET
SAUVIGNON
& MERLOT

1

DRY CREEK
MERLOT 19
A NO FLAW WINE
•

VCR REPAIR: Wood VCR
BILL'S Window Cleaning.
Service ,Center, cleaningBack to help with your
cleaning. servicing $15; most repairs
Spring
Free estimates.Route
Residential/Commercial. "Ilk"'
1, )Mmo. Open 9-12, 1-5;
753-5934
Mon.-Fri.; 753-0530.

Your Ad
Could
Be Here!

ftroora."

....--._

1 399

RIESLING
SAUVIGNON
BLANC

MONDAV)NAPA
4199
CABERNET '90
ALWAYS A WINNER 1 —W

BUENA VISTA
98
SAUVIGNON BLANC 5
750 ML
BEST BUY

BEAULIEU
VINEYARDS
BEAUTOUR '91

STERLING
SAUVIGNON
BLANC

799
0

GLEN ELLEN
CABERNET sAuvG475
SUPER VALUE
VENDAGE '92
WELL WORTH
THE PRICE

549

WINDOW & patio doorglass replacement
753-2330.

CHAR DONAY '931 099
itt"
A FAVORITE

a99
Air 710 ML

DRY CREEK
777
FUME BLANC
(DRY SAUVIGNON BLANC) I 7So mi.

688

HOCUE
JOHANNSBERG RIESUNC
SUPEPS YAMINGTal WIPE

.1

750 ML

Prices Effective Now Thru Month Of August

MOTHER & 5 pups Call
436-2441 after 7pm
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of Land Between the Lakes
Tea years ago
By The Associated Press
Recreational Area, spoke at a
of
Chrisman
Steve Zea and Ed
Today is Thursday. July 28, the 209th day of 1994. There are 156
'Acting of Murray Lions Club
ChamCounty
Murray-Calloway
days left in the year.
held at Murray Womasn's Club
highlight
in
history: her of Commerce are pictured
To
House.
Murray
the
new
displaying
Two hundred years ago. on July 28, 1794, Maximilien Robespierre,
Narita Cassity and Anita Chasellchamber
is
license
plate
the
the
principal
French
Revolution
who
was
a leading figure of the
of Calloway County High
ney
1,000
mg.
The
had
'Chamber
spokesman for the Reign of Terror, was sent to the guillotine, a day
School
Chapter of Future Homefor
sold
are
being
made
and
they
after he was overthrown and arrested.
makers of America and Mary
S2
each.
On this date:
Lawson, assistant Kentucky FHA
Vanessa McDaniel is now
In 1540, King Henry VIII's chief minister, Thomas Cromwell, was
Davisor, attended the national
at
Center
Care
director of Child
executed.
meeting of FHA held at Conrad
County
Murray
-Calloway
In 1750, composer Johann. Sebastian Bach died in Leipzig,
Hilton Hotel, Chicago; III.
Hospital:
Germany.
Barbara Rowland and Terry
Bob
Jr.,
and
son,
Bob
Kemp
.
In 1821, Peru declared its independence- from Spain.
were married June 22 at
Lee
of
removed
a
number
"recently
guarU.S.
Constitution,
Amendment
to
the
the
Fourteenth
In 1868,
Spring
Creek Baptist Church.
Calloway
the
stumps
around
tree
anteeing due process of law, was declared in effect.
Tyrone
McCuiston, Porter
Education
Board
of
County
Miami,
Fla.,
was incorporated.
In 1896,_ the city of
McCuiston
and
Danny Hudspeth,
funds
building.
They
donated
the
In 1945, a U.S. Army bomber crashed into the 79th floor of New
all
football
players
for Murray
School
High
for
the
work
to
the
York's Empire State Building, killing 14 people.
High School, have become
Athletic Program.
In 1976, an earthquake devastated northern China, killing at least
Mr. and Mrs. William Joel receuits of East Arkansas Com242,000 people, according to an official estimate.
Thompson will be married 50 munity College, Forrest City,
In 1977, Roy Wilkins turned over leadership of the National AssoArk.
elation for the Advancement of Colored People to Benjamin L. Hooks.
Years July 29.
Thirty years ago
ago
years
Twenty
a
NASA
released
transcript
of
In 1986,
a recording from the
The teaching staff for 'Murray
director
Howes,
M.
Robert
Dr.
doomed space shuttle "Challenger" in which pilot Michael J. Smith.
could be heard saying, "Uh-oh!" as the spacecraft exploded.
DEAR
Ten years ago: The 1984 Summer Olympics opened with a flag- .
DEAR ABBY: Sometimes I get so
waving ceremony at the Los Angeles Memorial `Coliseum, minus 15
DEAR ABBY: I teach fifth grade
nations that had stayed away in a Soviet-led withdrawal.
in_a public school. Many students mad at my mom because she says
Fiv __yeafi lige! Israeli eommmajea_ abdattad _a .pfp_ifeniaft smite fae,...a. great,444_ uf...adversity_ara. .he is eeime:thritedieme_af.aser
. -.._
.
tam n time, but she never'does..She
disappointment.
cleric,
Sheik
Abdul
-Karim
Obeid
from
his
home
in
south
Muslim
Last month. I gaVe them an also tells me she is going to take me
Lebanon.
assignment that entailed writing a somewhere when she gets home, so
One year ago: President Clinton declared himself ready to provide "Dear Abby letter - either real or I wait and wait and wait. No mom.
air power quickly to protect peacekeepers in Bosnia once he received imaginary'. Needless to say, there Then when she finally gets home,
a request from the United Nations.
were many letters dealing with the _it's too late to go. This really gets
Today's birthdays: The president of Peru, Ajberto Fujimori, is 56. usual complaints about siblings; me mad,
What advice can you give me?
Sen. Bill Bradley, D-N..1., is 51. "Garfield" creator Jim Davis is 49. however, one student submitted a
STEAMED IN PHOENIX
probbiggest
the
one
of
about
letter
Actress Linda Kelsey is 48. Actress Sally Struthers is 46. Actress
today:
Parchildren
affecting
lems
Georgia Engel is 46.
DEAR STEAMED: Calmly tell
who fail to keep their promises.
Thought for TOday: "It is impossible to write ancient history ents
I am sending that letter to you. If your mother that her broken
because we lack source materials, and impossible to write modern his- you publish it, perhaps parents will promises disappoint and anger
you. Explain how important it is
tory because we have far too many." - Charles Peguy, French poet take notice.
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5 Source of
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system
17 Yes: Sp.
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19 Former
Russian ruler
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21 Pixie
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27"- Traviata"
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equipment
34 Alternative
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35 Mao--tung
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the last thing that would help.
Fdrtunately, once the bipolar disorder has been diagnosed and the per.
son is under treatment (usually with
lithium and anti-depressants), he or
she no longer feels a compunction to
self-medicate
c ism ?IV/SPAM ENTERPRISE ASSN
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9 Eskimo boat
(var.)
If this is your husband's problem, a
10 Ship's pole
1 Male sheep
new form of therapy (using laser
11
Slippery
2 Exist
37 Business
surgery) might help him enorrnously.
16 He who
abbr.
3 Mesh
The doctor can advise you both - but.
hesitates
4 Tiny pastry
39 Behold!
for obvious reasons, your husband
20 Wipe hard
won't get the assistance he needs
22 Actor.....:1
1.... ........
nkilelich ••••••1
out.
UVIIIS ••••
OV lIIIIUKO.
lllll Inc
alUpa li...r.....
.
Pacino
Show
proper
resources.
seeks
out
the
23 Flathim my answer t'o your question.
bottomed
DEAR DR. GOT!': When our daughboat
mil
24 Rabbit's
ter was 16 she became involved with
11
cousin
some undesirable friends. We expect
'
8
25 Printers
she experimented with drugs and
measure
iliii
111
111
alcohol. She has since become a
26 Bi plus one
manic depressive, although drugs and
30 Corners
alcohol are no longer in the picture. Is
32 Tennis player
- Nastase
it possible for a normal teen-ager to
33 Heavy
be so affected from substance abuse.
weights
or do genes play a role?
36 Before
DEAR READER: No one knows. I
38 Falls noisily
• doubt that her previous expenmentaiii
II
id
ill "
id
41 Throat
tion with drugs and alcohol are the
feature
43 Entertainer - cause for her current problem, howevMil
111111
Sumac .
er.
45 In
il
kill
Many patients with bipolar mood
47 Movie-rating
disorders (manic depression) attempt
... _ --torsetrmedicate with-ttiese- sub,
Mil
kill
MIN L_. abbr.
MI
49 -- creek
stances in order to feel more normal
50 Wander
11
id
II
II
and arrest the rollerroaster aspect of
51 African fox
.their emotional lives. Of course, being
52 Vast ages
II
III
ill
.
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DEAR DR. GOTT: My husband has
a snoring problem. He snores while
on his back, stomach, sitting, or sometimes even driving. When he snores,
he holds his breath so long that it
frightens me, and he often chokes on
his saliva. What can I do to help him
when he flatly refuses to see a doctor?
DEAR READER: Short of sleeping
in the guestroom, there's not much
you can do to alleviate your husband's
snoring. Howevei, there MU& that
he can do to help himself.
If he drinks or uses prescription
sleeping pills, he should stop. These
depressant drugs often aggravate the
snoring.
If he's fat, he should lose weight.
He should see a doctor for a throat
examination. As we age, the tissues of
the palate, in the back of the throat,
often sag and become flaccid, partially
blocking the airway. Snoring, with or
)h,ownitliarepsnuelat. (cessation of breath.
iwnigt

,
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DEAR MELANIE: Maybe he
keeps his eyes open to see if anybody is watching. Don't make an
issue of it. Traditionally, love is
blind.

"WS worse than I first suspected, Mr. Binkley-you
don't even have a funny bone."
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ilOW DID YOU
EM80S5 NIS
CARD ? WITil
A SCREWDRIVER?

Oil ABSOLUTELI. VON,IOU ,' NELL KOT iiii (-IM A
MA4L'1, BUT
SEE, kr SAYS. WAVE A
CERTIFICATE'? NO ONE EVER
GESIOS .
• CALVIN,
,-N
., CIAL-c.KS 114CSE
CERTIFIED
i THINGS. I
GENIUS .."
7
to ..
...--1
i
1
JUST SAY ITS ._ ,. ^ 1-:-

YOU WAVE
PEOPLE DONT
A CARD?
ungtSTAND iAE.
TM DONT REALIZE
I'M A CARDvirl
CARVING GENIUS. 341
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DEAR ABBY: I hope you won't
think this is too dumb to answer.
but when I kiss my boyfriend, I
always keep my eyes closed, but
sometimes I open them for a split
second just to see if he has his
. closed, too.
Abby. his eyes are always open.
Does this mean anything? I think if
a fellow isreally enjoying a kiss as
much as he should, he would keep
his eyes closed. Am I wrong? And
should I Mention this to him?
MELANIE

.

CALVIN and HOBBES
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Forty years ago
City Schools has been announced
by Fred Schultz, superintendent. . Memorial Baptist Church
members are pictured burning the
and Preston Holland, assistant
note for the church parsonage on
superintendent. Principals are Eli
West Main Street. The church is
Alexander, Murray High; Robert
now completely out of debt,
Glin Jeffrey, Austin; Dennis Taylor, Carter; Leon P. Miller, according the Rev. S.E. Byler,
church pastor.
Douglass.
Recent births reported at MurAirman Third Class Jackie 0.
ray Hospital include a girl to Mr.
Cunningham, son of Mr. and
and Mrs. Charles Morgan, a girl
Mrs. Edwin Cunningham, has
to Mr. and Mrs. Edwrd Hicks, a
graduated from technical training
course of us; Air porce jet
girl 03- Mt. and Mrs. W tiliarIN
Fair, a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
Aircrft Mechanics at Amarillo
Robert Burkeen and a boy to Mr.
Air Force Base, Texas.
and Mrs. Bill McKee!.
Prof. Roman Prydatkevytch,
The Rev. Leonard Cole is pasviolin, and Jack Gardner, piano,
tor at Elm Grove Baptist Church.
presented a recital of chamber
Mr. and Mrs. Bill Robertson
music July 27 at Fine Arrts Reciand son, Mark, of Chelsea, Mich.,
tal Hall, -Murray State College.
Recent births reported at Murhave been the guests of her
parents, Mr. and Mrs. L.C. Huie.
ray Hospital include a girl to Mr.
L.H. Pogue of Henderson was
and Mrs. Robert Hinson- and a
speaker at a gospel meeting held
boy to Mr. and Mrs. Ronald
at Coldwater Church of Christ.
Crouse.

how busy they are, must first be was 9 years old, and just about
.. there for their children. If they everyone wore circular metal ID
. have tf schedule time tflle.ther_i_ -_. ta&:.,4a.inned,._with their_nume_age
.solrie*It;"th rs a-6a iit moirein and address - in case Nev.. York
life. But pirentS who make was ever bombed.
'--, , •
promises to their kids, and then
P
Almost every Sunday. I see as
continually break them, are set- in the newspapers where dog ownting the stage for a bitter and
ers can send for identification tags
loveless relationship.
for their pets. However, I cannot
understand why there are ID tags
* * *
for pets, but not for children i or
even senior citizens) who, ist times,
DEAR ABBY: I am a 63-year-old don't know who they' are or where
man who has no children - but they live.
loves them. A letter in your column
For that matter, if children wore
a few months ago about a child who the tags in plain view, and those tags
had 'an allergic food reaction and
were printed with warnings about
suffered memory loss set me to allergies or medical problems, there
PHOENIX SCHOOLTEACHER, to you to spend time together.
...
thinking: During World War IL I woujd be fewer incidents like the one
All parents, regardless,of
'mat was in the article I read.
WALTER KARLAK. WOODSIDE, N.Y.
'
DEAR MR. KARLAK: Your
By GARY LARSON
THE FAR SIDE
-idea
is excellent for people of
UNFORTUltrE.V,
jar
oil c•is.c..
at err.. 'T
: •-•
as
asca
•40
a:aassapiaaay
that produces "medic alert"
bracelets, necklaces and key
chains to be worn at all times to
alert potential caregivers to
serious medical conditions.

and writer (1873-1914).
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Investments Since 1854.

DEATHS

•
.
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•

Stock Market Report

•

Prices As Of 9 a.m.
Dow James lad. Avg..-.....+1230 Ingersoll Read --.-.--.-351Is • 3/a
INK
DJIA Previous Close..-.-3720.46
2614 um
Air Products...--.-._....461/4 • 3/s k
541/3 - 1/s Kroger ---.-.-.---.--....251/4 tum
A T&
lIetISoutb.-.---....--.-.-62 + 1/4
711/2 + 1/4 Mattel
•
Briggs &
+ 1/$
Bristol Myers Squibb-521/s + 3/s McDoaalds
CUT Corp. Ky.•.--411/211 431/2A Merck
- 'Is
Chrysier..----.-.......—.471/2 + 3/s
Penney..----.491/4 +?ts
Dr.ao Foods.....--....-...- 29% uni Peoples Flests.-...-...--21112B 23A
/
2 MC Quaker Oats...-_.__...741/4 + 1/4
581
Exxon
Ford Motor.-- ........307/e + 14 Scberiog-Piough......--.-42/
1
4 sac
General FJectric ..... ..A1P/s + 1/1 Sears .....-...-....-........
47 General Motors
Texaco........................—.623/4 + 1/s
..........._.441/4 sac Time Wanter..-......--.-3734 - 14
- 1/3 UST.,..........283/4 mac
Goodyear -....-...
.......627/4 + 3/• Wal-Mart...----.......,..._.24'I. vac
1 B

Mrs. Dorothy Marie Feulner

J.N. Reed Jr.

Mrs. Dorothy Marie Feulner, 86, South Ninth Street, Murray, died
Wednesday at 7:49 a.m. at Mills Manor Nursing Home, Mayfield.
She was a member of St. Leo Catholic Church, Murray. Born Sept.
10, 1907, in Union Villa, Ill., she was the daughter of the late Samuel
_
Wcald_w_mh_ _gr_i_d Emma Robinson Woodworth,
Survivors include her husband, Walter Feulner; one daughter,-Evelyn Fealner, Murray; two sons, John Booth Feulner and wife, Myra,
Orland Park, Ill., and Walter Aeulna Feulner Jr. and wife, Janice, Tinley Park, Ill.; 15 grandchildren including Tony Bayless and wife,
Teresa. Murray, and John Morris and wife, Angie. Almo; 13 greatgrandchildren; seven great-great-grandchildren.
The funeral will be Saturday at 11 a.m. in the chapel of Miller Funeral Home of Murray. The Rev. Randolph Allen will officiate. Burial
will. follow in Murray Memorial Gardens.
Friends may call at the funeral home from 6 to 8 p.m. Friday.

J.N. Reed Jr., 71, Payne Street, Murray, died Wednesday at 9:30
a.m. at his home.
An Army veteran of World War II, he was a member of Grace Baptist Church, Free and Accepted Masons, and Veterans of Foreign
Born June 5, 1923, at Hamlin, he was the son of the late John Reed
Sr. and Erin Grogan Reed. One son, Gary Reed, also preceded him in
• -t
death.
Survivors include one daughter, Mrs. Cindy Dieckhaus, St. Peters,
Mo.; one son, Michael R. Reed and wife, Donna Marie, Marthasville,
Mo.; one sister, Mrs. Merle Shekel} and husband, Clint, Murray; five
grandchildren, Michael B. Reed, Daniel J. Reed, Brad A. DieckhaSs,
Steven M. Dieckhaus and Austin A. Reed.
The funeral will be Friday at 1 p.m. in the chapel of BlalockColeman Funeral Home. The Rev. Joe Eaton will officiate. Burial will
follow in Murray Memorial Gardens.
Friends may call at the..funeral home after 2 p.m. today (Thursday).

4•-•

1/4

4

WINN Lyons is a 'harlot maim; In Ihis atOCk.
UNC-price unchanged

Hilliard Lyons
Court Square
Murray, KY 42071
(502) 753-3366

Lamar Hendon Harrell

Services for Lamar Hendon Harrell were Wednesday at 1E30 a.m.
in the Wightman Chapel of the Scarritt-Bennett Center, 1020 19th
Ave., South, Nashville; Tenn. John Dale officiated.
Nursing*.
Mrs. Opal Reeves, 92,'Murray, died Tuesday. at Purycar
Private burial servioes _were_at...rMurray ,Memorial Gardens_J-11-..
.
-• •
' ''llome, Puryth, Petit].
.Churchill Funeral Ho*m
-e had charge' of all arrangeMents. •
She was a member of Memorial Baptist Church and had been aetive
Expressions of sympathy may be made to Nashville Cares, P.O.
in the WMU of the church..
•
Box 25107, Nashville, TN 37202.
Her husband, 1.0. Reeves, died in 1963, and one grandson, Mark
Mr. Harrell, 38, Nashville, Tenn., a native of Murray, died Monday
Reeves, died in 1988. Also preceding her in death were three sisters,
at 1:45 p.m. at Parkview Hospital, Nashville.
Lucille, Jessie and Ruth, and six brothers, Fenton, Earnest, Lester,
Survivors include his parents, Jamie and Sue Hendon Harrell, Murray; two sisters, Mrs. Beverly Wright and husband. Scott, and Mrs.
Clay, Chester and Clifford Powell.
Debbie Shapla and husband, Rocky, all of Murray; three nieces,
Born May 27, 1903, in Marshall County, she was the daughter of
Bethany
Vance, Hanna Shapla and Anne Marie Shapla; three
Powell.
Binkley
Louise
Deliah
and
Powell
West
the late Ruben
nephews, Tom Vance, Jamie Vance and Roman Shapla; his paternal
Survivors include one daughter, Mrs. Barbara Geneva Cornish and
husband, Bill, Bagley, Iowa; one brother, Wayne Powell and wife,. grandfather, Alvin Harrell, Murray.
Jessie, Benton; one sister-in-law, Mrs. Vera Powell, Benton; several
nieces and nephews.
The funeral will be Friday at 10 a.m. in the chapel of J.H. Churchill
Funeral Home. Dr. T.A. Thacker will officiate. Burial will follow in
the proposed expansion of the
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Murray Memorial Gardens.
Commonwealth Convention
auctioneer's
When
hammer
the
.
Friends may call at the funeral. home from 4 to 7 .p.m. today
Center. sounded for the Iasi time at the
(Thursday).
The windows date to the buildabandoned Milner Hotel, more
ing's earlier days. The hotel
than S14,000 in furnishings had
opened in 1910 as the Tyler
been sold.
Hotel, and then became the Earle
The items included bar stools,
Motel in 1947 after its owner,
more
than
Alvin Bonds, 54, Park Avenue, Paducah, died Saturday at 7:30 p.m. ashtrays, windows and
Earle Milner. It was tenamed the
one
sink.
kitchen
at Western Baptist - Church, Paducah.
Milner-Highland in the '60s.
The hotel near downtown
A former resident of Hazel, he was a member of a CME Church. He
The Milner Hotel survived
Louisville
was
donated
to
the
city
was the son of the late Ell Hannah and Alice Bonds. One sister and
fires in 1964 and 1971 but never
in
May
by
the
Detroit-based
Milthree brothers also preceded him. in death.
saw promises of refurbishing
ner Hotel chain.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Wanda Ballard Bonds; one. steprealized. •
daughter, Quintina Ballard, Paducah; two stepsons, Joe Paschall,
The auction Tuesday cleared
The hotel closed about 10
Hazel, and LaQuincy Ballard, Paducah; two sisters, Hazel Hardman
the building of any valuables years ago, and the bottom was
and Elaine Bonds, Chicago, Ill.; two brothers, Alston Bonds, Chicago,
before it is razed to accommodate leased to a tavern.
and Ernest J. Bonds, Jackson, Mich.; one grandson; several nieces and
nephews.
The funeral will be Saturday at 11 a.m. in the chapel of Pettus Funeral Home, Paducah. The Rev. Robert Anderson will officiate. Burial
will follow in Oak Grove Cemetery.
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
public university that has raised
friends may call from 10 a.m. to 6 p.m. Friday at the funeral home.
The University of Kentucky as much in one year."
Special visitation will be from 10 a.m. until the funeral hour on
raised a :record $31.6 million
About one-half of the 32,583
Saturday.
from private sources in 1993-94, contributors are UK alumni, who
the school announced accounted for $5.7 million of the
Wednesday.
amount.
"It's absolutely not tough to
The university also celebrated
ask for private support." UK the addition of 3,600 square feet
president Charles T. Wethington
to its William B. Sturgill DeveJr. said at a news conference. lopment building, which will
"The outpouring of public sup- allow the school ,to consolidate
After six months of crunching
COVINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
port is heartening to see because its fund-raising efforts under one
numbers 'on the environment,
Cincinnati Magazine conducted a
it tells nip the university is worth roof.
crime, schools, taxes and housing
survey to find the area's most livSupporting.''
costs and figuring out what
able neighborhoods- and found
The $31.6 million is an
makes a community a good place
that the top three are in northern
over the money raised
increase'
to live, a computer made the
Kentucky.
for 1992-93, according to Terry
determination.
Villa Hills is No. 1; Fort
Mobley, associate vice president
The only category in which
Mitchell-Lakeside Park placed
for development.'
Villa
Hills rated negatively was
second; and Fort Wright-Park
'I' a milestone in this
dining. The city has no restaurHills ranked third.
state,"
h aid. "There's been no
ants and only a handful of stores.
Fort Thomas also was in the
other fund-r.' ng campaign in a
top 10 at No. 7 in the survey carSOO South 4th, Murray
ried in the magazine's August

Our Best In estmeot Is You.

Mrs. Opal Reeves

-•

W.I. Lyons, Inc.•Member NYSE and SIPC

,

We are proud to use
4109 recycled newsprint.
* Murray's Premiere IC

* Home Stereo, Home Theatre *
* and Home Satellite Dealer *
* Financing Available *
'Murray's Friendly Home Stereo Dealer'
Pioneer • Hitachi • Carver • Uniden • Toshiba

Louisville hotel to be razed

•

HIWARD
LYONS

AUDIO/VIDEO
808

Coldwater Rd., Murra

1994 INFINITI ,g45A
LUXURY SEDAN

Alvin Bonds

UK raises record amount of funds

•-

•Bought new in October-traded
In on a '94 Toyota Land Cruiser
•List Price $55,250
•9,000 miles
•Black Emerald Green with Saddle Leather
•Equipped with everything plus a
cellular phone & a 10 disc CD changer

Northern Kentucky towns ranked
tops in most livable neighborhoods

•

•

Issue.
"We were shocked," said
Felix Wintemitz, editorial director at Cincinnati Magazine, who
conducted the survey.
"We looked at the list, and we
said, 'Oh my gosh, the Chamber
(of Commerce) is not going to be
very happy with us in CincinnatThe magazine used much of
the same criteria that Places
Rated Almanac used when it
named Cincinnati the Most Livable City in North America earlier this year.

HOG MARKET
Federal Slate %%riot Nees Senesce July 24 1994
Kentucky Pirchase Arse Hsi Market Report Includes 3
&lisp Manor Receipts: Act 47 Es1-151111arrows & Gilts
assay 311 loner Seen inevealy sleady.
141110.42.1111
US 1.2 131.251 he
ANN-41N
US 1.2 211.231
_SA.1441.91
US 2-3 211.21A be
$10341-411_50
US 3-4 204111 be
Sews
sagsem.s.
US 1.2 270.35, he
1311.6127.14
US 1-3 311114N 1.
PdS0-111.10
US 1.3 4111.513 be
33/14.31.60
US 1-3 525 sad op It
1:04 15.14.11
US 1.3 *5555.
Beers 121.111.21.311

$749,...
For 36 mos.
Tax & License Extra

TOYOTA
OF MURRAY INC

Hwy. 641 South • Murray, Hy. • (502)753-4961

(502)753-6450

PRO LINE OF
WEST KENTUCKY
SAVE $50 NO*44.irtir
THIS AD1
Shock Collars • Bark Collars

11111 #111

a- IS.

Call Today For A
Free Estimate

ir 111r MILT 111

492-8250

mAxim Jug

Pet Containment System

•Fin ancing Available
•Locally Owned & Operated

1-800-292-2434

Push-Button
Comfort
Adjust
Electrically
to hundreds
of restful

6049 Exterior Latex

gal. $1599

6079 Interior Latex

gal $1099

DAP Water Repellent Sealer

cmc il
k otirscif
in (yr 1 .1 II for prit.,

because,
When you can't breathe..
Nothing else matters'

.

FteliA-1101:1

Roller & Tray Set

$299

8 oz. Spackling

$1 99

9x12 Plastic Dropcloth

$1 25

Computerized Paint Color-Matching Available
Bring in your color sample, tab* or wallpaper
•71tr sample and let us match your COM with Porto-Paint

Honest Savings Delivery + Service Sold Only
Ely Local Exclusive Dealers

To volunteer call

1-800-LUNG-USA
- t

Lease for Only:

MIYERSL
_ umber Co.

Protect The-Ones you Love.

HELP MAKE
A DIFFERENCE,
VOLUNTEER
•

759-1835

1111411111CAN LUNG ASSOCIATION,

Mon F ri. 7-5, Sat. 8-Noon
Sale Items Cash & Carry
Good Thru Aug. 2, 1994

don McBride

Kentucky
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